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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to describe and examine the continuum of
processes around the creation of works of art, by developing a methodology
sensitive to the particularity of these elements, in order to preserve their vitality
and function in the overall ecosystem of ongoing artistic practice.
The thesis hinges on the proposition that the process leading to a completed
work of art draws on a multitude of elements from the context in which it was
created; such a process should not be viewed separately from the everyday
experiences it is embedded in. It then follows that in order to provide an
accurate document of artistic practice, this wider context around finalised and
exhibited works of art constitutes an integral part of the data set under
consideration.
The idea is to write about art while maintaining intimacy with the work and,
indeed, to feed directly back into that process of creation. The thesis highlights
the particular value of an ongoing art practice that includes reflection upon and
discussion of work and making, in that these more explicit undertakings coexist
with and respect the fragile balance of the creative process.
The creative practice proposed in this thesis is permeable to the everyday
actualities that surround it. Although this is not relevant or useful to every
artist, a cohort of artists in various media, writers and film-makers can be seen
to fit such a model, and their work forms the central body of evidence examined
in the thesis, together with evidence provided by the author’s own artistic
practice.
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User manual
Making of comprises three major parts. The first, an exhibition at Minerva Gallery in
Sydney called Stage and anvil, presents a body of painting, sculpture and video work
made in 2015. This group of works distils many of the ideas rippling out of the
research question of my thesis, which is “How is art made, and more specifically,
what are the actual circumstances and elements involved in the process of making
art, including the modes of research adopted by visual artists?” The exhibiting of
works is the final stage of their making, and this exhibition exemplifies an aspect of
the central argument of my thesis, that the creation of artworks is fed by the wider
context it is situated in: Stage and anvil provides insight into how a small group of
works can engage and converse intimately when exhibited with careful consideration
given to the interactions between the works and the space they are placed in, and
among the works themselves.

The second component is Making of, an exhibition at the Digital Media Centre at the
University of Wollongong, comprising a larger cross-section of work made during
the tenure of the degree. The works include videos, slideshows, a book of short
stories called Offcuts (2013–15) and a large collection of postcards called Research
(2012–15). Together they track, in the form of field notes and works in their own
right, the ‘making of’ Stage and anvil but also of my work more generally, shedding
light on various components of the making of completed works, including modes of
research.

The third component is a written exegesis—printed copies will be available for
collection from Making of—that sheds light on these processes of making work and
what I consider to be the challenge of writing about art, particularly about one’s own
work and the delicate ecosystem it emerges from. Accompanying the exegesis will
be a copy of Offcuts, a disc of images of the exhibited works for reference, and a
portfolio of exhibition reviews written for The Saturday Paper during the course of
the degree.

8
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By presenting the work in this sequence I place emphasis firstly on the distilled
collection of works in the Minerva Gallery exhibition, before zooming out, as it
were, to the University of Wollongong exhibition which includes a wider array of
works and evidence of the stages of making, and then zooming out another level in
the exegesis, in order to consider the artworks and the process of making them in
their wider context. In this way, the exhibited works and exegesis together comprise
my thesis, demonstrating that art is made through the interaction of a complex field
of influences covering a spectrum from cultural knowledge and products to the
everyday life of the artist, with various chance occurrences contributing to the
making of an artwork as much as an artist’s more deliberate actions.
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Introduction

A general outline

What
Making of charts the stages of my practice as a visual artist and the spaces
around this practice, in order to answer the research question “How is art made,
and more specifically, what are the actual circumstances and elements involved
in the process of making art, including the modes of research adopted by visual
artists?”
In answer to this question, I propose that art is made through the interaction of
a complex field of influences covering a spectrum from art history, and cultural
knowledge and products in general, to the everyday life of the artist, with
various haphazard or chance occurrences contributing to the making of an
artwork as much as some of the artist’s more structured and deliberate actions.
How
In attempting to answer the question “How is art made?”, a subsidiary question
which must also be addressed is “How should we talk about the making of art?”
This is the question of methodology; given the core proposition of the thesis,
that the process leading to a completed work of art draws on a multitude of
elements from the context it is created in, and as such cannot be seen as
separate from the everyday life of the artist, it then follows that in order to
provide an accurate document of artistic practice, the set of circumstances
around works of art constitutes an integral part of the data set to be considered,
and that it is appropriate to approach this data in the manner of a detective
preserving the integrity of a crime scene when gathering evidence; data is
10
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understood here to mean information or evidence collected together for
consideration or analysis. One of the necessities of such a methodology is that
evidence not be ‘planted’, as it were, by superimposing theoretical structures or
reference points which were not embedded in the process, but rather to locate
methodologies sensitive to the reality and specificity of the making of artworks.
Storytelling has been one such methodology; this and others, such as art
reviews and written addenda will be discussed more closely below.
In order to test the validity of my proposal and answer the research question, I
make a close case study of my own works of art and the processes that led to
their completion, from the first, as-yet-purposeless pieces of research, to the
exhibition of completed works of art, also drawing on samples of the work and
writing of others to help me form an accurate account of the spectrum of
elements involved in the making of art. The material constituting Making of
draws from the well of experiences occurring around the time of making, with
sources ranging from museums, conversations with artists, conversations about
art with those not involved in art, stories about works I’ve set out to make
versus the ones that eventuated, and reflections on the oeuvres of a number of
artists, writers, filmmakers and poets.
Making of addresses my work through words while striving to preserve a
mutually beneficial interchange between visual and textual reflections. All of my
works discussed in this exegesis and included in my final exhibition are both
artworks in themselves and reference points for other artworks. Each
component, whether it be written or non-written is given equal value. This
approach allows words and stories to be part of the work—‘work’ denoting
nothing in particular but that fluid, multitudinous means of responding and
channelling experiences—rather than a function more retrospective, referential
and superimposed; conversely, it also allows work to form part of the thesis, to
be an integral part of the case I make, alongside these written words.
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Why
Although the scope of the thesis is limited primarily to an examination of my
own art-making process, it nevertheless makes a contribution to the wider field
of knowledge about art, and the way it is made. This contribution is twofold, in
parallel with the main research question and the related question of
methodology.
Firstly, by mapping the interactions between a variety of elements that
surround and contribute to the making of artworks, Making of presents a model
for an art practice enriched by a continuity and permeability between these
elements, and the life they emerge from. A permeable practice enables the artist
to create and exhibit works of art while remaining open to the influences and
possibilities brought by a heightened awareness of the processes of research
and making and the cultural, physical, social and other contexts that constitute
and touch on the everyday life of the artist, and within which the artworks
emerge and exist.
Secondly, an accurate and nuanced account of one artist’s practice makes a
valuable contribution to the field of research and writing about art and artmaking. It does so by offering one possible model for how artists may approach
the task of writing about their own work in a way which respects the integrity of
the fragile ecosystem of the creative process, or indeed for writers wishing to
approach somebody else’s works of art in ways which can account for the
complexity of the field that gave rise to them.

Sketching in more detail
Art and life
I am an artist. I am making art in response to a long history, entailing a vast
array of cultural objects and knowledge housed in museums and libraries and

12
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other repositories. Sometimes I do this without being aware of it, other times
consciously, even self-consciously. But I am not only an artist. I have an
ordinary, daily life too. The everyday actualities of this life feed into the making
of my art just as much as the cultural heritage does, whether these are the
mundane details of something I see on a walk, or life-changing personal events.
Both my life and work are impacted by things that happen to me and around
me: the sphere of influence of these occurrences, including the writing of this
paper, cannot be separated to cover work and not life, or vice versa, even
though sometimes the effects are subtle, or not noticeable until later. The
influence of more dramatic life events is more obvious, and makes a good
beginning to this discussion. This degree has been bookended by two of these:
the death of my father and the birth of my first child Elise; these events have
naturally had a profound impact on the way I live, and also the way I work.
My responses to the death of my father, which unfolded over the six weeks it
took him to die, while I sat beside his hospital and palliative care beds, are quite
clear to me if only because a period of time has elapsed since they took place.
Recently, I made a work titled Things (2015), a slideshow of photographs
presenting a collection of items and documents that remained in my mother’s
apartment—in the room that was previously my father’s office—during the two
years following his death. They were in a sense his leftovers, the things that
physically replaced him in that room and home during a period of prolonged
family shock and mourning. (The concepts of leftovers and offcuts are discussed
in more detail in chapter 2.)
The way these objects so frailly superseded a life, offering the only physical
thing to hold onto and focus attention on, links in my mind to the way in which
art is both made and documented. Things began when my mother asked me to
take some photos of my father’s watch, something of a collector’s piece, which
she planned to sell through an auction house. When doing this I saw how lean
the pile of his belongings was becoming as my mother attempted to move on
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with her life. I photographed each item almost out of a need to suspend that
dissolution process; an outcome of doing this quickly, without any purpose in
mind, was my presence being captured in the photos: my hands reflected in the
screen of a calculator, the corner of my shirt sneaking into the photo of the
death certificate and sections of my arm or face appearing in the back of the
watch.

Fig. 1. Patrick Hartigan, Things, 2014, slideshow

Less clear though presumably no less dramatic is the transformation of my life
and attitudes towards art following the birth of my daughter. Her presence
influences everything I now do, including the way I write these sentences. Early
on in my role as a parent I watched as Elise scratched curiously at the fabric of
her pram’s seatbelt or the intersection between a rug and a skirting board,
reminding me how much detail there is to be noticed in the in-between spaces
that seem to contain nothing in particular. In observing her broad curiosity, I
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was learning from her precisely the kind of diligent attention I have been trying
to show towards all those wellsprings of experience feeding my work.
Ecosystem
The body of paintings I created immediately following Elise’s birth saw the
emptying out of figurative detail and the amplification of more elemental
qualities such as colour, surface and mark. They also saw a far greater
receptivity to the immediate surroundings of a new studio, essentially a large
shed in a yard belonging to an earthmoving business. Habitat (2015), discussed
below, is a good example of my passive relationship to the studio at this time;
with my energy so caught up in my new daughter, I found myself sitting around
the studio allowing works to form with far less wilful intervention than my
figurative works involve. The paintings emerged, more broadly, both from the
day-to-day experiences with my daughter, and also through the tissue of
processes, in the form of stories, exhibition reviews, videos and photographs,
discussed throughout this exegesis. My thesis attempts to chart these various
influences and weave them together with the exhibition of a selection of final
works or products.
All these elements exist together in the field that is my life as a whole, the life
that includes the mundane and personal and the various kinds of work I do,
around art and otherwise. All these are interdependent on each other, and in
this way they function like an ecosystem, interacting in myriad complex ways;
the nature and functions of each element are more meaningfully understood in
relation to the function of other elements in the ecosystem. The concept of an
ecosystem is borrowed from biology, where it is understood to be a community
of interacting organisms and their environment. I use the term as a metaphor, to
denote the environment around my art-making, which encompasses a
community of physical, social, emotional, aesthetic and other elements and
influences that are in a constant state of flux and interaction.
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In his article ‘The Use and Abuse of Vegetational Concepts and Terms’ (1935)
the pioneering ecologist Arthur Tansley emphasised the importance of
understanding the interactions and dynamics between organisms and their
environments. In introducing the concept of ecosystems he brought special
attention to the whole system and the difficulties of understanding this system
through the “artificial” yet “inevitable” (1935: 300) isolation of parts:
But the more fundamental conception is, as it seems to me, the whole
system …the habitat factors in the widest sense. Though the organisms may
claim our primary interest, when we are trying to think fundamentally we
cannot separate them from their special environment, with which they
form one physical system. These ecosystems…form one category of the
multitudinous physical systems of the universe, which range from the
universe as a whole down to the atom (1935: 299).

The making of artworks exists within a complex field of relationships, and
understanding the way this network of microscopic processes relates to the
larger environment of my existence is a key aim of this thesis. A necessary
approach to this aim is to minimise the isolation and over-emphasis of single
parts. A specific reason for examining various forms of my artwork together is
to shed light on the experiences of absorption and learning that lead to works of
art. In the recent paintings this absorption traverses the territory between my
new life as a parent and the earth, dust and debris of my studio. The key
elements connecting these sites of absorption were their physical
manifestations: the basic matter of earth dug up and naked in piles outside;
boards with marks on them, leaning on bare walls, likewise elemental.
My recent painting work has proven itself to benefit a great deal from the
conversations and openings discovered through different means of operating
and interpreting, namely from a lack of isolation and singular focus. What I
might have documented in the form of an anecdote a year ago, or written about
in a review last month, now seeps into whatever I’m working on. This exchange
between painting and other forms of reflection goes both ways: for example, the

16
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presence of mind required for painting doubtlessly aids the challenge of writing
a review about an exhibition—another of the things I do in my life that is
somehow connected with art—and the reviewing then stimulates thought
processes that feed back into my painting work.
Examples of the back and forth conversation between art and day-to-day life are
on rich display in the work of Australian artist, also once an art critic, Robert
Rooney—specifically the works he made during the 1970s. Rooney’s Garments 3
December 1972–19 March 1973 (1973) documented what he wore, how he
folded and arranged his clothes each day and AM–PM: 2 Dec 1973 – 28 Feb 1974
(1973–74) involved documenting the head and foot of his bed day and night.
Both these works located and “suggested the self’s location within a circulation
of objects” (Green 1990: 9).
My activities as an artist always take place within a broader ecosystem of
interactions; exposing the seams between life’s routines and the collecting and
arranging routines involved in making artworks involved seeing the world with
a kind of slack, involuntary gaze. As Rooney noted, “during that period (the 70s)
you inflicted boredom on yourself” (in Green 1990: 9). The theme of art feeding
on daily life is the subject of my articles on Robert Rooney (2014) and Robert
MacPherson (2015) and my review of the exhibition Art as a verb (2015) (see
portfolio). My own paintings and art reviews that draw on the ecosystem of the
everyday are discussed in more detail below, particularly in chapters 4 and 5.
Ways of knowing
An attempt to account for the complexity of elements that interact in the
ecosystem of art-making calls for an approach that can encompass complexity.
In an article exploring research through art, Ross Gibson suggests that the
nature of artists’ work in the studio potentially equips them with a way of
researching that is particularly suited to the complex systems operating not just
in art-making, but increasingly all around us, and which, in the words of Paul
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Ciliers, are “not constituted merely by the sum of [their] components, but also
by the intricate relationships between those components” (Ciliers in Gibson
2010: 9, emphasis in the original)—a more substantial discussion on the space
around and between various components follows in chapter 1—and which
elude more traditional modes of scholarship through their changeable nature:
If you participate in a complex system and you want to understand what is
happening within it, then instead of producing a schematised blueprint or a
critically distanced snapshot that freezes and distorts experience into static
representation, you need to generate an involved set of narratives that account for
the changes and encourage speculations about the endless dynamics of the
system… (Gibson 2010: 8–9, emphasis in the original)

Gibson argues for a way of understanding, which can be achieved through the
practice of making art, which puts the knower within the experience that is to
be known and then at a critical distance to it, these two distinct modes
alternating and recurring “almost simultaneously” (2010: 9), as “a means of
being fully attentive both inside and outside the unfolding phenomena—and
artists are potential leaders of research concerning this paradoxical capability”
(2010: 7).
While outlining this process of generating understanding, Gibson provides some
definitions which are also useful to my project. Firstly, research can be
understood as “the purposeful generation and communication of fresh and
useful knowledge” and secondly, “to know is to be in a state of having
understood or comprehended something”; knowledge is “an after effect of
understanding”, which is a process of coming into close contact with a mystery
“till you and it imbue each other and you know it with a glowing, gnostic sense
of the rightness of your understanding” and then stepping outside the mystery
again, to assimilate and communicate what you have come to understand (2010:
4, emphasis in the original). This process of finding knowledge and then sharing
it constitutes research.

18
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In elucidating the relationship between research and art, Gibson notes that “you
can do research for art, research about art, and research through art” (2010: 5),
and that he is concerned mainly with the latter. My present project is nominally
a form of research about art, but in fact it also encompasses research for art—
most obviously embodied in my artwork Research (2012–15), discussed in
chapter 6—as well as research through art. Gibson argues that this latter form
can happen through the experience of reaching insight in an embodied way
through experimentation in the studio, for example:
being thus immersed and extracted, involved yet also critically distanced, illdisciplined and shifty but also disciplined and reflective—as in an artist’s
studio—you stand a chance of knowing both the world and yourself more
comprehensively (2010: 10).

Research through art also can also happen by the experiencing of “interactive,
immersive and ever-emerging” artworks which
encourage you to understand how you and the world are in and of each other,
how you and the world are constituent of each other and mutually obliged, how
you and the world are implicated, therefore, not distanced. Such artworks can
help you experience renditions of the complexity that plays out when individuals,
their environments and their communities insinuate each other. And by
experiencing it, you have the chance to know it, to know it in the manner that is
appropriate to complexity (Gibson 2010: 8).

Gibson argues that the course of their experimentation “with raw matter or time
or relationships amongst people, things and tendencies”, artists can “generate
and convey knowledge about change”, but that “usually this knowledge is tacit,
unspoken, un-analysed” (2010: 7). He suggests, however, that if artists were to
write about their research, it is possible to do so in such a way that the
“linguistic explication does not ‘decode’ the work. Rather the explication opens
an arena for debate around the knowledge that has been synthesised and
proffered both in the work and in the linguistic account” (2010: 7). He concludes
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his article by encouraging artists to report their findings through narrative
accounts, whereby “all the tacit know-how that has been accrued in the creative
process can be made somewhat communicable through language” (2010: 10). In
this thesis, I have tried to write about my research through—and for, and
about—art in a way that is analogous to the way art is made, and conducive to
making more art.
Sue Woolfe, in a making-of book concerned with the stalling of her creative
process while writing a novel, applies a variety of existing studies, mainly in
neuroscience, to the problems to the creative process. One aspect of her
findings, in particular, has been a strong guiding principle in this thesis and my
work in general: the concepts of “loose” and “tight” construing (Woolfe 2007:
87–101). Based on research done from the 1950s to 1990s, tight construing is
understood as a way of thinking that is focused, fast, goal-directed, and is “the
usual mode of thinking in Western thought”, but is “inadequate for dealing with
more complex problems” (Woolfe 2007: 90–92). Conversely, loose construing is
a thinking process which leads to more creative responses—it includes the
“cessation, deliberate or otherwise, of anticipating a result”; “new elements can
easily be admitted…[and] judgments are suspended. Self-consciousness and
self-censorship are minimised”, and “ambiguity, even contradiction, can be
tolerated while we experiment with new ideas” (Woolfe 2007: 92–93).
Woolfe found that the idea of loose construing accords strongly with how the
states of mind conducive to making creative work were described by other
writers and creative people in the course of her research, as well as with her
own working process (2007: 93–101). She found that “commonly, writers solve
their creativity problems, and their ‘writer’s block’ by ceasing to tightly
construe, and allowing the mind to drop into reverie, or loose construing”
(2007: 101).
The implication of Woolfe’s research is that one can gain insights through loose
construing (2007: 97), which brings to mind Gibson’s proposition that artists do
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research—and gain understanding or insight—through the process of openended experimentation in the studio, wherein the artist knows the situation
from within, and yet must step outside this embodied or embedded state in
order to communicate the initially inchoate knowledge.
Woolfe and Gibson offer a clear articulation of the methodology embedded in
this thesis; “the difficulty of satisfactorily verbalising an insight” gained through
loose construing is core to the research, as
loosely construed thought, translated into tightly construed thought, involves a
distortion, unless a metaphor, which implies multi-dimensionality, is used. Even
then, people may experience loss of meaning and loss of coherence. I imagine
trying to wrestle a billowing cloud into a small box: there’d be little gain, and a
considerable loss (Woolfe 2007: 97).

Woolfe’s description touches the core of the challenge I have faced when writing
about my creative work in a context which necessitates a relatively high degree
of tight construing. Too much of the latter can negatively impact on the former;
this happened to Woolfe and some of her respondents, and it has happened to
me when I previously wrote about my work, as discussed in chapter 1.
In approaching this written exegesis, therefore, I have been especially aware of
searching for ways of knowing, understanding and writing about my work
which stay, at least at times, in or near the loose state of mind involved in
making artworks, as well as stepping outside it at times, in order to produce an
account of it through a state of tighter construing. To this end, this thesis is a
whole composed of parts which were produced in a variety of looser and tighter
states of mind. At the looser end of the continuum was the tentative and
experimental process of making artworks, weighted strongly towards chance
and not-yet-knowing what I was doing. Around the middle sit my written
anecdotes which reflect on the process of experimentation and making in
tangential and quite loose ways. Finally, this exegesis, which in order to do its
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work must involve some degree of distancing and conscious structuring, sits at
the tighter end of the continuum of construing.
Ways of telling
In Telling About Society, sociologist Howard S. Becker examines
“‘representations of society’, in which other people tell us about all those
situations and places and times we don’t know about first hand but would like
to know about” (2007: 5). The material he examines includes standard elements
of social science such as statistics, mathematical models and ethnographies, but
also novels, films, drama and photographs, in order to “explore the variety of
solutions the world has so far produced” for the problems of representation; he
concentrates in particular on innovators in various disciplines, because their
solutions “tell us a lot and open our eyes to possibilities more conventional
practice doesn’t see” (2007: 7).
Becker’s book is intended as an agent of change in the practice of social science,
which he believes “has crippled itself by imposing strict limits on the
permissible ways of telling what researchers find out about the things they
study” (2007: 286), but its application can be extended to the arts, as well as
research about the arts, which is the field of the present study. In fact, Becker
also believes that “[m]akers working in other worlds of representation making,
especially in the arts” do so in environments which can be “just as restrictive”,
with “‘right ways’ of doing things”; he argues that “the resulting conservatism
weakens the social sciences and work in the arts equally”, and that his book
“testifies that the possibilities that we, as participants in collective enterprises
devoted to exploring and telling about society, have been ignoring” (2007: 287).
My examination of my own practice as a visual artist can be seen in a broad
sense to be congruent with Becker’s definition of a representation of society, as
“something someone tells us about some aspect of social life” (2007: 5). I am
telling about the way that I do my job, creating an account of the circumstances
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that surround this job and that enable me to do my work. These include cultural
products, the places that display them, and various social interactions and other
circumstances that enable me to produce the things that also become cultural
products in their turn.
Becker’s central argument is that it is “more useful…to think of every way of
representing social reality as perfect—for something”, and that what it’s good
for is decided by the makers and users of the representation, “according to its
efficiency and reliability in producing the most satisfactory result, or maybe just
a less unsatisfactory result than other available possibilities” (2007: 17–18). So,
for example, “specialised scientific representations are made for specialised
scientific purposes, and most people, most of the time, don’t have those
purposes in mind” (Becker 2007: 285). This points to an important facet of my
approach to my representation of my work: if its purpose were to create a
theoretical framework around the creation of artworks, for example, then it
would be appropriate to draw very substantially on theoretical material
relevant to the process of art-making; however, as the purpose of my study is to
find ways to write accurately about art while continuing to make art, or in other
words to enrich my ongoing practice and to create a possible model for others
wishing to enrich their own practices, it is vital to keep this purpose firmly in
view and try to locate the most appropriate ways of fulfilling it.
The way in which I give attention to the context of art-making corresponds to
Becker’s approach to the material he studies in Telling About Society:
my focus differs from a more common and conventional one, which treats the
artifact as the main thing and the activities through which it is produced and
consumed as secondary (Becker 2007: 17).

In the chapters that follow, I consider the activities around the main thing; the
processes of art-making and their “artifact”. Not everything can be included, of
course, since doing so would produce a duplicate, whereas some of the whole of
reality needs to be ignored so that we may “see clearly and focus just on those
hartigan_patrick_dca_exegesis_making of_February 2016
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things we want to know about”; on the other hand, as Becker argues,
“summarising always threatens to lose something we really wanted. Summarise
too much, and you no longer have enough” (Becker 2007: 97).
By prioritising my focus on the activities around my art works rather than
isolating them from process, my project finds direct links to a period of art
history when art objects were in a mode of perpetual disruption. It does not
seek to foreground a foundational theory; rather, as Foucault suggests in
relation to the “author function” it goes in search of openings into which the
“subject endlessly disappears.” (Foucault 1977: 124). The various cohorts that
developed from the 1950s through to the 1970s, including Fluxus, the
Situationist International and Conceptual Art locate a broad field of contextual
reference points for my work and approach to this degree. The main attribute of
art made during these decades was the dissolution of hierarchical forces when it
came to understanding the role of the artist and the scope and implication of
any given medium.
If modernism entailed the search for and amplification of painting’s most
essential and elemental attributes then the condition following this involved a
broader questioning of what art was and how it might be contextualised and
activated by everything previously shut out of its parameters, namely the
painting’s frame (Krauss 1999: 10). Rosalind Krauss points out that the example
of filmmaking by artists during the 1960s related to that medium’s “aggregate
condition”:
… the medium or support for film being neither the celluloid strip of the
images, nor the camera that filmed them, nor the projector that brings them
to life in motion, nor the beam of light that relays them to the screen, nor the
screen itself, but all of these taken together, including the audience’s position
caught between the source of light behind it and the image projected before
its eyes. (Krauss 1999: 25)
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This widening of the lens, so to speak, was a key concern during the decades of
artmaking that ultimately provide the art historical backdrop to my
experiments and interests as an artist. In my own case, though, it is more
precisely that juncture between modernism’s search for painting’s essence and
the explosion that ensued following this. Consistent to both of these historical
groups or fields is an appreciation of the work’s making—the final artwork
always providing something of a testimony to the process of painting as using
painting as a base from which to ask broader questions. The way the works are
presented in the gallery spaces attempts to tease out the processes that occur
within the studio, wherein painting is forever contextualised and grounded by
the material realities surrounding its production.
One of the key figures to emerge during this time of questioning was Marcel
Broodthaers whose work sits at the above-mentioned juncture but also speaks
refreshingly to all that has followed—the dissolution of aesthetics and art
objects into a broader society governed by Capitalism’s image mania. But
Broodthaers marks a particularly important point of reference for the way in
which he engaged technologies for their “redemptive possibilities” (Krauss
1999: 46). In A Voyage on the North Sea (1973-74) Broodthaers breathes fresh
air into that intersection between painting and film and the threat of any
medium’s obsolescence. The work presents a series of images of boats
accompanied by page numbers; progressing in a manner, between distant views
of boats and close-ups of their materials, its disrupted narrative acknowledges
“incompleteness” and the “impossible attempt to transform succession into
stasis, or a chain of parts into a whole” (Krauss 1999: 53).
As Krauss makes clear in her discussion of Broodthaers, it is what Walter
Benjamin described as the “aura” of an art work—discoverable in that mediaspecific history, at a time when technology enters a moment of unprecedented
“general equivalency”—that draws both a line under each of the works here
presented and between my own work and that of Broodthaers and his cohort. In
this project I have attempted to bring light to the relationships between the
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various media I adopt but not with the intention of forming a total or unifying
theory; through the voyages I embark on I submit myself to the broader ocean
of influence including but also reaching far beyond these institutional
components.

What is to come
The following chapters attempt to take a representative set of samples from the
ecosystem that my work functions as, from photographic and videoed research
to bodies of exhibited paintings and, importantly, the various texts that tie these
areas of ‘seeing’ and more conscious ‘making’ together.
It is important to note that the structure of the chapters does not build to a
climax, nor is any one point being made through the works discussed, and
presented in my exhibition. The content and nature of the work is diverse and
the reason for structuring the chapters this way is to shed light on the
circulating influences and seeds governing and running through the work. As a
whole, this reveals an ecosystem of ideas and creation that exists within a larger
context; it is a living thing, still in motion. In this way I am collecting and
presenting something like a swab from an organism whose fluids must continue
circulating, because it is vital that—to paraphrase Wordsworth—I do not
murder and dissect it (in Gibson 2010: 10), but rather study it while it lives and
thrives.
In chapter 1, ‘Negative spaces: everything in nothing’ I explore the way focusing
on the space around an object of interest can shed light on it in a productive
way, whether this be a life model, a museum display, or the making of art. This
includes a discussion of written addenda to completed works of art, which can
draw attention to the negative space around artworks, that is, the events and
influences that led to their creation. To clarify the productive uses of an
awareness of negative space in the making of art, I draw on examples of how
other artists have used space around an object or artwork either literally or
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metaphorically. This is followed by two examples of my own video and
photography work, Fruit, cars (2014) and National Museum of Plants (2012),
both concerned with the things—other than the exhibited artefacts—
encountered on visits to art museums.
Chapter 2, ‘Stories and the urge to document’, begins with some notes on the
urge to document something of one’s existence, through art-making or writing,
which are followed by specific examples of my own documenting of events in
my life which have some sort of connection to art, gathered together in a
collection of anecdotes and stories called Offcuts (2013–15). These stories
collectively bring to light the variety of thought processes that happen around
my art-making and that contribute to the creation of artworks.
Chapter 3, ‘On the back of others: phantoms and open-ended searches’ discusses
a number of examples of the way that the creation of my own artworks can be
nourished by a process of trying to understand the work of other artists or one’s
own previous work. Such feeding on existing cultural productions in the process
of creating new ones points to the interconnectedness of each created artwork
with the field—or ecosystem—of cultural objects and knowledge that exists
around it.
In chapter 4, ‘Feeding on the scraps: paintings and videos’, I look at the ways in
which my paintings, particularly those forming the exhibition The Protest
Movement (2015), have incorporated elements of the physical and social
environments that surround the places in which I create them, and of the
thought processes and everyday experiences that surround the activity of
painting. These are concrete examples of the way that I make art by drawing on
a field of influences that includes art objects and history, various aspects of—
scraps gathered from—my everyday life, and chance occurrences within the
studio itself. I then discuss examples of works I have created from the short
video recordings I make with my phone in the course of my daily life. These are
sometimes recorded in response to something that catches my interest for a
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specific reason, sometimes for a reason that is not clear at the time, or even
made accidentally when I had intended to take a photograph instead. The works
made from these snippets are interdependent with my paintings and stories,
and reveal how a state of mind responsive to chance events can be vital to the
work I do in the studio.
Chapter 5, ‘Sharing: reviews and conversations’ examines the contribution made
to my studio work by the work of writing art reviews, and by other part-time
work I carry out alongside my art-making. Both involve a cross-pollination of
my own ideas with those of others, through either actual or metaphorical
conversations. A further example of the valuable contribution of conversation
applies to the final stage of the creation of a work of art, through the choices
made regarding the form and circumstances of its exhibition. To this end, I
discuss group shows and other forms of exhibiting which can allow the meaning
of works of art to be enriched and contextualised through exhibition with nonart objects, or artworks by other artists.
Finally, in chapter 6, ‘Open-eyed research’, I reflect on the diversity of research
which leads to my making of works of art, and the influence of one of the tools
which has become central to my research process, the smart phone. A broad
spectrum of sources, from museum exhibits to sandpits and plumbing supplies,
is documented in my work Research (2012–15), a set of postcards created from
the archive of images I collected on my phone in the course of research, both for
my daily life and for my art-making.
My thesis as a whole, in addition to this exegesis, is constituted primarily by two
exhibitions of work created during the course of this degree. The first is Stage
and Anvil (2016), held at Minerva Gallery in Sydney. These works distil into
concentrated form the values I am writing about in this exegesis; as a group
they situate my work in a broader context of situations, ideas, artworks and
thinkers who have influenced my recent works and continue to influence the
way I think about art. Examples of this include a painting being installed with
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the piece of carpet it sat on in the studio, and the juxtaposition of a painting with
a glimpse of a sculpture found in a book, in the form of a one second video.
These works and juxtapositions draw attention to a sphere of influence beyond
the artwork itself, the context that led to its making.
The second exhibition forming part of my thesis is Making of (2016), held in the
Digital Media Centre exhibition space at the University of Wollongong. In this
space is displayed a larger collection of material that embodies the concepts and
approaches to making art, including forms of research, that I discuss in this
exegesis. In a sense, these works form the background to Stage and Anvil, in the
form of paintings attempting to break away from old habits and a plethora of
audio-visual material that constitutes both works of art and forms of research
and note-taking. These latter works represent an attempt to incorporate all of
the noise surrounding and leading to my exhibited works that ordinarily don’t
get brought into the gallery space. This collection shows what the works in
Stage and anvil have been feeding on, pointing to the importance of the
ecosystem, with growth coming out of a broad variety of interacting elements.
Accompanying this exegesis is a DVD documenting the works seen in both
exhibitions, so that the reader may refer back to each work when it appears in
the discussion.
Additionally, the reader may make reference to a portfolio of art reviews I wrote
for The Saturday Paper during this degree. They are referred to in the text of the
exegesis and have played a significant role in developing some of the ideas that
have become important to my thesis. These articles attempt to clarify and give
voice to my interactions with the work of other artists, through a variety of
ways of telling, using the frameworks of anecdote, art history and biography, for
example. In these articles I try to do justice to the artists’ time and their
processes, and the time in which I respond to and receive those works. In the
former case, this involves providing the reader with information that exists
around the finished artwork to indicate that this is not static and has not
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appeared from nowhere, that art always gets made and brought before us
within a continuum of experiences, habits and biases.
The final piece of accompanying material is my collection of stories, Offcuts
(2013-15), which also hints at the way works are feeding and being nourished
by all of the moments making up my day-to-day life. These stories are very
much connected to all the work in both shows, and aim to reveal some of the
triggers or mental sparks that initiate the process of making art. They are in a
sense the seed at the centre of my whole thesis, being both the embodiment and
the genesis of some of the understandings I have arrived at about the field of
elements that converge in my making of art: because they draw together the
processes of loose and tight construing, they are also one of the most important
artworks constituting this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Negative spaces: everything in nothing
The following lines form chapter 11 of Lao-Tzu’s Tao Te Ching (2006: 11):
We join spokes together in a wheel,
But it is the centre hole
That makes the wagon move.
We shape clay into a pot,
But it is the emptiness inside
That holds whatever we want.
We hammer wood for a house,
But it is the inner space
That makes it livable.
We work with being
But non-being is what we use.

During my second or third life drawing session as an undergraduate student, I
was introduced to the concept of ‘negative space’. In retrospect I can see that the
broader implications of it were lost on me at the time but the instructions to
take in the space around the figure rather than fixating my attention directly on
that figure certainly got through. This had the effect of both sharpening my
ability to draw and making me more curious about the situation, of being in a
room full of props and other people, as a whole.
The lesson about slackening one’s gaze continued to influence me and draws a
thread through much of what I have done so far as an artist. During my final
year as an undergraduate student I started painting insects, a subject that took
me to natural history museums. But the focus gradually shifted away from the
insects towards the infrastructure that housed them. My subject became the
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museum, before eventually settling on the entomological backstage of the
Australian Museum.
This was the environment in which the insects were studied, cleaned, tagged
and so on; it was also a place in which the mundane manifestations of human
existence—coffee cups, tissue boxes, fire hoses, messy office desks, idle
chatter—could be observed and listened to directly beside the pursuit of
classification and order. In discussing the limits of ethnographic museum
classification Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett refers to everyday activities as
those “ephemeral forms of behaviour” which can’t be easily detached for
museum display and instead get inscribed in “field notes, recordings,
photographs, films, and drawings” (1991: 394). I think of the image of a pinned
insect as appropriate to what I am trying to do, or rather not do, with this
research. Much like insects, art can be pinned, labelled, boxed and quantified;
alternately it can be glimpsed in flight through field notes and stories that
remain attentive to the everyday contexts in which we encounter these and
other forms of life. I’ll return to the beneficial interaction between anecdotal
ephemera and artefacts in the next chapter.
Several years later, while completing my Master of Fine Arts degree (UNSW,
Sydney) a redeeming and instructive event occurred: a new neighbour moved
into the flat downstairs. The months that followed resulted in My Neighbour Is a
Painter (2006–07), the major work I completed during those two and a half
years. The collection of short stories, video, film, painting and found objects
making up My Neighbour Is a Painter were a good example of how art, through
its capacity to absorb life, is forever being attracted to data beyond its present
purview. In this case my mind was drawn away from the exegesis I was writing,
away from some paintings I was finishing, to the life of curious sounds and
sights beyond my windows.
In retrospect, I believe my curiosities and obsessions during those six months
had been galvanised by precisely the circumstances of exegetical entrapment I
found myself in. It brings to my mind John Cage’s message to art-self: “get
32
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yourself out of whatever cage you find yourself in” (in Gann 2010: 106). I had
become overly and singularly focused on my painting and exegetical writing.
When the events happening outside my studio window attracted my attention,
my focus was broadened to the negative space around what had become a cage
or frame around my art. This boundary became more permeable, drawing in the
influences from the negative space, and feeding a new burst of both art-making
and writing.
What this new work brought, through its injection of life and growth potential
into my current means and methodologies, was the potential for writing to
become my work as much as painting or videoing; the relationship between
writing and the visual components became one of fluidity and equality rather
than bifurcation. With the stories I wrote for My Neighbour Is a Painter, I found a
way of avoiding having to switch from a mode of vigilance and receptivity to one
of defence and argument. Words became pleasurable when they emerged from
that field of actuality around my work; the frame wasn’t faulty in this instance
so much as unsteady and permeable.
My Neighbour Is a Painter was a useful example of how making art so often
involves not knowing what you’re doing until, or even well after, you’ve done it.
It also demonstrates the way my physical and psychological surroundings press
in on me, my work becoming something of an imprint or cast of those events
and spaces. The stories from this work became an addendum to my thesis; by
providing a context for the thesis they brought the processes of my work more
sharply into focus. They depicted events that surrounded all the work I was
doing both in the studio and for the degree. My present collection of stories,
Offcuts, have taken a similar form, but I have expanded the scope of what is
included and have foregrounded them: the new stories, rather than being an
addendum, are central to the present thesis.
Negative space is a concept that gets used broadly and brings many examples of
artworks and methods to mind. Several sculptors have cast negative space:
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Bruce Nauman’s A Cast of the Space Under my Chair (1965–68) is a concrete
capsule or miniature temple for taken-for-granted space and invisible seams. In
discussion of Nauman’s work, Anne Wagner noted that
pieces like these point to a fascination with edges, above all, which emerge
uncannily where none can actually be perceived… The implication seems to
be that through a project of recovering once-invisible links and edges, new
and more accurate structures can be revealed (2007: 69).

Tallow (1977) by Joseph Beuys also casts negative space. In this case the space
under a freeway ramp was cast in beef fat to critique the lack of sympathy
between man-made and natural environments in the town of Münster. In both
cases the activation of what isn’t seen articulates and reveals the implications of
things easily seen but all too easily taken for granted. I am merely using these
examples to help exemplify the conceptual approach of this thesis and the role
of stories in bringing attention to the zones of neglect around the sites of
designated importance.
A number of historical and contemporary visual artists charge the spaces
directly around artworks by not focusing directly upon them. Many of these are
noteworthy for the way they tell stories about the contexts their work feeds
into. Sophie Calle’s Last Seen… (1991) series plays with absence and presence in
the form of memories around missing artworks. Last Seen… (Vermeer, The
Concert) (1991) presents a page-long account, provided by museum guards and
other staff, of one of the several works stolen in 1990 from the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum in Boston, beside a photograph of the cloaked wall space on
which the painting previously hung. Gardner had specified in her will that in
memory of those works the places of the missing artworks remain as they were.
Calle adds to this strange and ongoing absence through personal and individual
memories. By granting value to the space immediately around and beyond that
which we would ordinarily be encouraged to direct our attentions towards, the
Last Seen series offers something of a visual and textual equivalent to John
Cage’s 4’33” (1952), discussed below.
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Fig. 2. Sophie Calle, Last seen (Vermeer, The Concert), 1991, Ektachrome print and text,
169.5 x 129.2cm; 86 x 77.9cm

Fig. 3. Rineke Dijkstra, I See a Woman Crying (Weeping Woman), 2009, 3 channel HD
video
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Likewise set in a museum environment is Rineke Dijkstra’s video work I See a
Woman Crying (2009) in which we watch a group of school children viewing
and talking to a Picasso painting, Weeping Woman (1937). The painting is
behind the camera and therefore us, the other audience. Observations regarding
colour, shape and feelings play off one another as the children try to get closer
to the mystery and meaning of the painting. There’s something of the
candidness of a rehearsal in this video; it is as if we are privy, as a film crew
might be, to a casual chat before the real event, or work of art, has started. This
quality of a work seemingly about its own making, its feeding on the spaces
around more formal making processes and interpretations, gets close to the
kernel of this thesis.
Robert Morris’ Box with the sound of its own making (1961)—a small wooden
box from which the soundtrack of the three and a half hours of the labour of
making it are played—comes to mind when noting these qualities in Dijkstra’s
video. This example reiterates the aim of this project, which is to find a way of
making, researching and writing about art which remains alert to and finds
ways of revealing the trace of its making. But where and what is that trace and
how do I inhabit that space between the various lenses, works and locations of
making?
In I Swear I Saw This (2011) anthropologist Michael Taussig referred to the
challenge of anthropology in terms of “inhabiting a switchback by which one
reality is pictured in terms of the other, which, in turn, provides a picture of that
which pictures it” rather than simply “presenting a picture of another reality”
(2011: 52). He writes about a scene he saw beside a freeway in Medellin,
Colombia:
I saw a man and a woman. At least I think she was a woman and he was a man.
And she was sewing the man into a white nylon bag, the sort of bag peasants use
to hold potatoes or corn…I saw all this in the three seconds of less it took my taxi
to speed past…I made a note in my notebook (Taussig: 2011: 1).
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Taussig gives this example at the beginning of his book, and returns to
throughout the book as a prototype of those mysterious experiences that
stimulate his work and travels. It was as much this event as the sketch he made
subsequent to seeing the event that signify for him the importance of notebooks
and sketches in capturing those very human and mysterious glimpses. This
brings to my mind the young painter in Jean-Luc Godard’s film La Chinoise
(1967) and his claim that “art is not a reflection of reality, it’s the reality of a
reflection”. The scene Taussig saw on the freeway gets mediated through his
later reflection on that glimpse; the sketch is not the reflection of a reality, it’s
the reality of a reflection on that very strange reality he encountered, and within
the writing it is still being processed. Goddard elaborated on this idea thus:
there is not only the reality and then the mirror-camera…you can’t
separate the mirror from the reality…the movie is the reality of the movie
moving from reality to the camera. It’s between them. (1998: 29)

Dijkstra’s video gets into this zone of tension; it is a work that captures
something of the inherent difficulty of talking about art while not simply holding
a mirror up to it. When thinking along filmic lines in my own practice, I need to
be on both sides of the camera: filming the scene of myself candidly engaging
with that filming process. The reason for wanting to achieve this is threefold:
firstly I wish to offer documents that by treading sensitively and closely around
my work illuminate the passages that lead to the work being made. Secondly I
am trying to preserve an ecosystem of intricate and interdependent elements
that describes my livelihood and which I hope will continue and thrive well
beyond the duration of this degree. Lastly, in taking stock of what I do, while
remaining alert in the switchback, I hope to enhance the interface—strengthen
the jaw through which studio work feeds and gets nourishment.
Thinking again of negative space being adopted as a method by teachers, a kind
of un-training and gaze slackening in drawing classes, I was reminded recently
of Black Mountain College in the USA, a private art school loosely based on the
educational principles of John Dewey, that functioned between 1933 and 1957.
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Dewey pointed out that all learning exists along an “experiential continuum”
and that learning experiences should connect and live on “fruitfully and
creatively in subsequent experiences” rather than be “so foreign to the
situations of life outside…as to give them no power or control over the latter”
(1997: 27–28). Again, thinking of negative space: my prior experiences—as
human, artist and student—are imprinted in the ideas and reasons for exploring
them in this research project. For example, the events that occurred around my
Masters thesis, told through My Neighbour Is a Painter, became an elucidation of
both the concepts being explored through that thesis and the work being made
at that time; this process of elucidation in turn made me aware of the potential
role for stories in further studies and ‘ways of telling’ about my work. The term
‘negative space’ here loosely denotes the field of information surrounding and
preceding the activity of developing a thesis.
A hallmark feature of Black Mountain College at this time was the broad scope
of activities across which students cooperated with their teachers, from the
many artistic and intellectual disciplines to activities such as farming food and
building the structures their classes were held in (Horrowitz and Danilowitz
2014: 36-38). All activities were treated equally—manual and intellectual work
seen as being highly beneficial to one another—rather than ascribed
hierarchical value.
I became interested in Black Mountain College at a time of thinking about the
way my day-to-day non-art activities, such as part-time building jobs, were
impacting and influencing my thinking as an artist. The different modes of
writing I have adopted for this research allow me to reflect on these easily
neglected influences. Stories relating to a walk in the park, the meditation
course my wife did in preparation for giving birth and a conversation about
bricks with my builder boss, bring a sense of vigilance to those physical and
mental activities that influence and help my work in the studio. The physical
and mental exercises I perform around art, in my ‘spare time’ energise rather
than take away from studio work.
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The concept of negative space brings to mind, in a very abstract sense, the work
and thinking of one of Black Mountain’s celebrated instructors, John Cage, the
first person invited to view, listen to and be captivated by Morris’s box (BryanWilson in Molesworth 2003: 113). Cage’s 4’33” (1947–48), a work of three
movements in which the performer or performers don’t play their instruments,
encapsulates something both key to my project but also complicated in terms of
the self-consciousness inherent in any pursuit of ‘framing’, including that of
framing chance and contingency.
When we think and write about art we are usually engaging in a habitual
thought process in which there exists a locus for our attention, the equivalent of
a stage in a play or musical performance. Such determining of our attention and
focus ordinarily requires us to disengage from everything else, the particles of
life and chance, that might impede or threaten our reception of a work. It is a
process of paying attention to the frame, and connects back to my lessons on
negative space and drawing: by arriving at art with expectations privileging
singular focus and formal consistency we cut ourselves off from the whole
situation and the potential enrichment of our work through an acknowledgment
of the greater sphere of influence and interdependence.
Cage reflected on the sounds brought to listeners’ attention during the 1952
premiere of 4’33” at the Maverick Concert Hall near Woodstock:
You could hear the wind stirring outside during the first movement. During
the second, raindrops began pattering on the roof, and during the third the
people themselves made all kinds of interesting sounds as they talked or
walked out (in Gann 2010: 4).

4’33” manifested music’s situation within a much broader context of sound,
demonstrating that it needn’t be separated and quarantined from those sounds
of life. And yet as Douglas Kahn points out: what Cage saw as the framing of
chance actually extended musical convention, at the same time provoking a
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series of “unconventional responses on the part of the audience” due to its
situation among a complex network of social and cultural conventions (in Gann
2010: 19). The revolution that this work caused was the dismantling of dualities
between everyday noise and music, between silence and sound. To return to my
research question and my interest in dissolving distinctions between making
and talking about art: everything we say and everything we make operates
along a continuum of noise. How, as artists, can we frame these noises and
occurrences while remaining vigilant of ourselves framing them?
As with Dijkstra’s and Cage’s work the audience’s expectant sounds of waiting
for a show form part of the field or continuum along which we make and receive
art. In terms of the current research, I am specifically interested in the soundrich intervals, shufflings and murmurings that bind and have led to the more
formally finished works I exhibit. In his 1959 ‘Lecture on Nothing’ Cage
expressed his affection for intervals or the distances between notes:
Studying with a teacher I learned that the intervals have meaning; they are
not just sounds but they imply in their progressions a sound not actually
present to the ear (2011: 116).

By not talking directly to works of art, but rather disclosing their presence by
diligently walking around them, I posit that we can start to hear those works
more clearly. The question becomes: how do we think about and discuss those
echoes and implications, that interstitial fluid of presence, while not simply
filling in the gaps with other notes? How do we get into that ambiguous
territory and carry out our investigations while not making too much noise?
These are questions more important for the caution they elicit than their
potential to find answers and solutions to what I do. As Cage’s teacher in Zen
philosophy, Daisetz Suzuki, noted, an idea applicable to my own research and
the searches for meaning I am always embarking on: “the answer is in the
question itself” (in Gann 2010: 106).
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The idea of negative space has over time led to a heightened awareness of
context, a state of reflexivity and questioning that means it always proceeds
with an alertness to itself—as an institution, a discipline, a compulsion to
represent, and so on. Importantly, reflexivity here isn’t a conscious attempt to
anaesthetise and dissect; rather it is like a tendon or muscle that automatically
cooperates with the whole, keeping things moving, turning and gaining
momentum.
As Godard (1998: 29) pointed out, the content of an artwork is the making of
that artwork which in turn relates to and feeds from the experiences, such as
the experience of writing this exegesis, around the making process. Writing
about art can operate similarly, in line with my lesson when taking in the space
around the life drawing model many years ago: words can glimpse movement
and wholeness, between making and reflecting, rather than holding fixed,
explanatory mirrors to individual limbs or parts.
The painter Josef Albers was a teacher at Black Mountain College who ran
intensive drawing classes, between 1933 and 1949, in what he called “opening
eyes”—passionately advocating for “learning by doing” and “thinking through
situations” (Horrowitz and Danilowitz 2014: 73). Art wasn’t seen as something
to be instructed; rather it was seen by Albers to be made possible through the
heightening of a student’s powers of receptivity and their ability to remain
mentally flexible to the whole situation.
A student of Albers, FA Horrowitz, gave the following account of the allencompassing alertness his teacher wanted from his students:
His classes were peppered with analyses of such commonplace phenomena
as New York streetlights, monuments in the park, and insect anatomy. He’d
point out what others had perhaps glanced at but not contemplated: the
shape of the Yale football stadium, the spot of light that remained for a
moment when a TV set was switched off, the way a red roof could merge
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with a red sky, how the colour of tea deepened in a glass (Horrowitz and
Danilowitz 2014: 75).

Looking at things while remaining alert to the interdependence between those
things and what later takes place in my studio is what I am interested in
highlighting in this thesis. This is an exercise in not taking things for granted, of
respecting the everyday channels and channelling that allow those surprises
and sparks to evolve into works of art.
Albers liked to refer his students to the gestalt goblet analogy, a useful though
coarse illustration of the concept of negative space. While viewing the picture, at
the same time both a profile of two faces and wine glass, Albers told his
students: “respect the one you weren’t paying attention to… Respect is the
parallel between life and art” (in Horrowitz 2014: 81). This provides as good a
statement as any for the values underpinning this project: respect the works by
respecting the noise (and silence) around them.
Two works—both slideshows—hint at these values. The first, National Museum
of Plants (2012) documents a walk through the ex-National Museum of Slovakia
where the many gaps in the collection—items having moved West with changed
political conditions, to the new National Museum—have been counteracted by
an impressive collection of pot plants.
I had gone to this museum in search of folk sculptures (the subject of another
work discussed later) before being confronted with this strange integration of
foyer room and museum display. Over the years of my visits to such institutions,
the presence of indoor plant life in post-Eastern bloc museum culture is
something I have been confused by but felt increasingly affectionate towards.
The plants, part of the negative space, commanded my attention as much as the
exhibits.
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Fig. 4. Patrick Hartigan, National Museum of Plants, 2012, slideshow

The second work, Fruit, cars (2014) was commenced during a week of museum
visits in Germany. While walking to and fro across Berlin I responded, first with
vague curiosity and then with a more maniacal form of compulsion to
document, to the ubiquity of fruit lying beneath and near cars. These images
connect more quirkily, perhaps futilely, to the theme of classification—the soft
and rotting juxtaposed with the hard and shiny machines Germany is so
celebrated for—running through many of the works discussed here. What
interests me about this work is the way it literally happened while in transit,
between those museum environments of designated importance that I had
wilfully gone to direct my attention towards. Both of these works locate a
pattern in my work process: I go in search of one thing before unexpectedly
finding and taking home another. These are examples of works coming about
through having open eyes, and feeling that tension between deliberation in the
form of art and museum, and surprise in the form of the space around these
institutions.
My use of the concept of negative space is not a watertight one. It has served as
a foothold for talking about some of the aims of the thesis, particularly in regard
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to accounting for, and inclusion of, the sphere of activity and influence beyond
my studio in my understanding of what contributes to my art-making. Negative
space actually does not exist. All space is full of something: as Cage’s piece
shows, even ‘silence’ is full of sound. ‘Negative space’ is merely a helpful
shorthand, going back to my years spent in life-drawing classes, useful for
reminding myself not to narrow my gaze. This chapter has attempted to trace
those unlikely passages of illumination and synthesis that dictate and belong to
every artwork I exhibit. In the next chapter, I reveal how stories have served as
a useful and instructive vehicle for locating and documenting these traces.

Fig. 5–6. Patrick Hartigan, Fruit, cars, 2014, slideshow
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Chapter 2

Stories and the urge to document
Stories form the core of this thesis and my art-making and relate to the urge to
document the moments surrounding and governing my studio work. They give
voice to episodes easily overlooked, but of significant consequence within the
broader ecosystem. I have titled my stories Offcuts because they are shapes that
exist around something that is valued but are themselves often overlooked as
useless, yet they are in fact what illuminates the active and deliberate process of
making art. These anecdotes relate to moments that have stopped me in my
tracks, moments of pause and consideration within a mundane and informationrich existence.
On Kawara’s I got up (1968–79) is a series of postcards sent to friends and
colleagues with no information beyond the address and the time of his rising
that morning stamped on them. The postcard images are bland and touristic,
their content urgent despite their rubber-stamped uniformity. Works of art, at
their most elemental, sometimes seem to prove only one thing: somebody was
there to make them. As a child, I could never resist the temptation to engrave
my initials, in declaration of having been somewhere, into a slab of unset
concrete. As an adult, life has become more convoluted but essentially, with my
words or images, I am still signing my initials into wet concrete.
I got up reduces art to its compulsion to document while hinting at the
complexities of motivation for documenting. These aren’t telegrams sent from a
battlefield but they have something of the same urgency in their pared down
message. The lives of at least some artists, it could be argued, are taken hostage
by an all-pervasive pursuit: I am here, I am alive, I am overtaken by this
compulsion to represent the life I am never merely present in; I am not simply
reminding you that I am alive but that being alive for me entails this declaration,
and even this declaration about Kawara’s declaration. Expressed more pithily by
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Blanchot (1981: 4): “A writer is not free to be alone without expressing the fact
that he is alone”.
Watkins points out the “instant obsolescence” (2002: 87) of Kawara’s reporting
that he is still alive. This concept points at the redundancy of statements made
about art, too: how can I write about and around my work while keeping the
processes of both writing and making art vital? In other words, how can I write
about something that exists in a necessary state of flux, without halting that flux
in order to name and analyse it?
Seeking written forms sensitive to and occurring in tandem with my work has
been a core methodological aim of this project. Offcuts (2013–15), a series of
short stories and anecdotes, accompanied by images, offer one alternative.
These stories, in cooperation with visual cues in the form of photographs and
diagrams, provide a torch to walk the tunnels and exchanges between my life
and the episodes of making work that occur in it. In writing and assembling the
collection, I have tried to locate reference points—sparks—that occurred
around and prior to the process of making work in the studio.
Raymond Carver, when reflecting on VS Pritchett’s definition of a short story as
“something glimpsed from the corner of the eye, in passing” (Pritchett in Carver
1989: 26) went on to discuss its necessary elements:
First the glimpse. Then the glimpse given life, turned into something that
illuminates the moment… The short story writer’s task is to invest the
glimpse with all that is in his power. He’ll bring his…sense of
proportion…of how things out there really are and how he sees those
things—like no one else. And this is done through the use of clear and
specific language, language used so as to bring to life the details that will
light up the story for the reader (Carver 1989: 26–27).

In the case of my own anecdotal traces, lighting up as described by Carver,
happens in anticipation of the works that follow on from those glimpses. If the
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studio represents the place to turn up for the job, then it is in the field of
physical and psychological experiences surrounding that job site that the
“corner of the eye” (Carver 1989: 26) remains ever alert and hard at work. The
focus of my stories lies in the way these two worlds overlap.
Importantly, this empirical collecting process through storytelling attempts to
establish a mechanism, sustainable by virtue of its closeness to that which it
examines, through which to address and reflect on my work. Offcuts are
asymmetrical shapes that lie around building sites and offer clues to the work
already done. The moments documented offer clues to how works get shaped by
everyday experiences.
Many of the anecdotes document encounters beyond art’s more easily
recognisable purview. Of particular interest is the way people not directly
involved in art challenge, change and extend my understanding of art. These
stories document the ‘making of’ works of art in their earliest stages; they offer
context, the everyday situations my works emerge from, as well as being
artworks in themselves.
The collection, presented as a book as part of my final exhibition, includes
stories about the repair of a driveway, the theft of cacti for the purposes of a
television show, a touristic interpretation of rock carvings, my classification as
an ‘artist of the academy’ by a woman from my wife’s village of birth in Slovakia,
the discovery of a not previously listened to numerology reading recorded on
tape eighteen years ago (in which I learn of my attraction to peripheral or
marginal characters and a potential career as an artist or art critic), and several
meditations on the experience of walking to and from my studio on a daily basis.
With time I started to see that a few of these episodes could benefit from
isolation and physical amplification. ‘Offcut 3’, for example, about the man who
used to live next door to the art gallery I exhibit with, is presented as a page of
text accompanied by the two image-objects I discuss in it and the clock radio
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that has furnished my kitchen since rescuing it from the pile. The stories come
out of an interaction with objects and particular settings and in turn are given
life and flight, beyond their book form, through specific, spatially engaging
formations.

Fig. 7. Patrick Hartigan, Untitled (image from ‘Offcut 3’), Offcuts, 2013–15

In some concluding ‘afterthoughts’ regarding the role of his anthropological
field notes Taussig laments the situation that story—the simple act of sharing
experiences rather than the more strictly defined, technically consistent
narrative form known as the ‘short story’, in this case—should exist “way down
the totem pole of truthifying” in his field. He points out that it is these moments
told closely—something like the description of James Joyce’s protagonist in
Ulysses frying kidneys for his breakfast—that open rather than close the objects
of our attention and interest (2011: 147).
Paintings get built in moments of acute focus and awareness against a dense and
complex backdrop of experiences. ‘Offcut 1’ recounts the following event:
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While on a bushwalk I watched three American men – dressed in blue, red
and yellow T-shirts – discuss and argue about the Aboriginal rock carving
they were looking at. As one man (blue) demonstrated what the drawing
was of by walking around its edges, the other (yellow) yelled at him to get
off the ‘sacred site’ while the third man (red) read out the information on
the accompanying placard. After two or three minutes they moved on to
the next carving.

Fig. 8. Patrick Hartigan, Untitled (image from ‘Offcut 1’), Offcuts, 2013–15

I remember seeing this interaction of colour and line and registering the
interesting way in which it spoke to painting, namely the way drawings develop,
through colour among other things, into paintings. I didn’t need to analyse and
dissect the event, simply to acknowledge that it sparked an association with
painting, and sent a signal to my art-making brain. The event doesn’t correlate
directly with any particular paintings in my mind but was deemed to have
importance as a moment along the continuum of experiences leading to
paintings in general.
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By necessity slight and unsteady, ‘field notes’ taken from the ground—the
launch pad of thinking and making—enliven the ecosystem around painting.
Offcuts presents something of my working diary, what Taussig referred to when
discussing his own notebooks as a “slumbering repository” (2011: 50–51).
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Chapter 3

On the back of others: phantoms and open-ended
searches
Many of the writers, filmmakers and artists I’ve been looking at in this exegesis
share a quality of searching for something, often in the work of other artists,
that might never be found—the pursuit of which is meaningful in itself. Such a
process of searching comprises a significant part of the data in the zone or field
around making art. The ‘process’ of ‘processing’ other artists and their works
can be deliberate or unplanned; the work that comes out of these searches
reveals above all the itch to get nearer to another artist’s knowledge, that
mysterious “gnostic sense of the rightness” (2010: 4) clarified by Gibson.
WG Sebald’s The Rings of Saturn (1995) and Wim Wenders’ Tokyo Ga (1985) do
this in their respective ways. Sebald sets off on a walk around the county of
Suffolk “in the hope of dispelling the emptiness that takes hold…after a long
stint of work” (1995: 3). He wanders East Anglia’s eroding coastline, infusing his
liberal recount with a tangle of historical and personal anecdote. Meanwhile
Wenders probes Tokyo, led by his interests in another filmmaker. He responds
to the marvels of modern Tokyo while peering through the 50mm lens that
Yasujiro Ozu used so persistently to film those very same streets, houses and
everyday domestic scenes decades before. In these cases, artists are drawn
towards other artists or artworks, before stalking those sites of suspected
significance out of the urge to get closer to fellow artists that have, in a way,
haunted them, their work and their own efforts to understand those works.
In Geoff Dyer’s Zona: a book about a film about a journey to a room (2012) we are led
on the journey of an artist preying upon a single work. The journey gets told as much
through footnotes and recursive deviations—doors opening onto other doors—as
the main text. We accompany Dyer while he simultaneously gets closer to and further
from the meaning of the work he has spent so many years contemplating, rewatching and remembering, namely Andrei Tarkovsky’s Stalker (1979). The result of
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these long footnotes is a book in which the separation between background, in the
form of deviation, and thing of focus effectively dissolves.
Dyer’s nebulous stalking mirrors the ambiguous search taking place in the film he’s
pursuing in which the ‘stalker’ or ‘guide’, in the hands of our filmmaker guide
Tarkovsky, takes people—a writer and professor—into that other indefinable ‘Zone’.
The Zone in the film, an empty wasteland somewhat reminiscent of Chernobyl before
that disaster occurred, and specifically a room at its heart, represents human
fulfilment though how, is not entirely clear.
In Sculpting in Time, Tarkovsky referred to the “state of fury and despair” he felt
when confronted with questions about the zone: “the zone is a zone, it’s life…” (1986:
200). This is a frustration I sympathise with, particularly when trying to clarify what
my work is about—the zone of activity and interactivity I spend my life involved in.
Returning to the film, what we do know is that we are in the Zone from the moment
the film almost imperceptibly changes from black and white into colour stock: the
message is the search, the medium the Zone in which that search takes place.
Dyer alludes to that indefinite edge between looking at work and making work,
between the zone of a subject and the carrier or its medium:
perhaps this is what Tarkovsky meant when he said that he wanted us to
‘feel…that the Zone is there behind us.’ In other words, that extra person
(that extra pair of eyes) is us (are ours). The Zone is film (2012: 81).

After arriving in the Zone we follow the guide as he tosses nuts into the overgrown
grass to establish a safe route through what Dyer points out is really just “a place—a
state—of heightened alertness to everything” (2012: 84). By the time I reached that
point in the film, on the three separate occasions of watching it, I recall being in
something of a hypnotic trance—a state of mental alertness on the one hand and
numbness and half-sleep on the other.
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Interestingly the same sensation of hypnosis occurred for me while reading Dyer’s
book, pointing to the way in which one author, moved by a work, can channel the
thinking of another author. Much of the deviating text refers to other films, artists
and thinkers who he is reminded of through his recollection of the film. It’s very
different to the slow, single-shot approach of Tarkovsky—more like a room of
mirrors—but likewise demanding that state of letting go. Other parts refer to the
author’s past, his experiences with LSD, simultaneous to his first viewing of Stalker,
and how these experiences are now bundled up in his memory of the film and
outlook on life more broadly. The book leads us on a journey of associations, tossing
associative nuts hither and thither, in search of a route through which to apprehend
the omnivorous force of a single artwork.
In this thesis I have been talking about a field of influence that contributes to the
making of artworks. This field encompasses all of our experiences, including the
interest we have in other people’s artworks, and the searches we embark on related
those works. On some occasions, these searches impact directly on the production of
new works. This has been the case for me, and appears to have happened for other
artists too.
Robert MacPherson’s Where are you now Sylvia Holmes? (1982–83) is an excellent
example of how the vagaries of interaction with works by others, in this case
paintings found in a thrift shop, can lead to new works of art. MacPherson reached
out to the absent artist by writing her a letter. Presented in a frame beside the found
paintings, MacPherson addresses the artist, Sylvia Holmes, explaining where he
found the paintings, “in a junk shop for $7 and $10” (2001: 104), followed by a
lengthy rumination on the machinations and vagaries of taste (and politics) which
ultimately decide the fate of an artist’s work. The letter concludes with a frank
assessment by MacPherson on the precise context in which he has latterly smuggled
into the museum these perfectly appropriate but un-chosen works, and adding, “but
no matter Sylvia Holmes, cold comfort it may be, but the gap between the gallery wall
and the junk shop is not that great” (2001: 104).
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A largely different example of responding to another artist or work is a poem by
Sebald called Marienbad elegy (1999) in which the search for meaning and
connection with past work is channelled through geographically specific
surroundings. The poem was written ‘on the back’—as it were—of Goethe’s poem of
the same title; in it he channels Goethe’s melancholy, following an episode of
rejection by his young lover, from the same hotel and town in which this event of
heartbreak and poetry occurred:
Thus the days pass.
He gazes into
Her eyes & twists
His finely embroidered
Napkin wallet
Once to the left
Once to the right

Sebald goes on to establish that he “never really liked” Goethe’s “braid of interwoven
desires” (2008: 129). The poem, it would seem, was written after a pleasing
encounter with a small museum exhibit in the hotel, dedicated to Goethe’s stay and
containing a facsimile of the (handwritten) poem, a drawing and various other items
belonging to the object of the poet’s affections. Sebald’s poem was written as a
process of one poet embodying another, in response to those physical, evidential
particularities.
Sebald’s poem is relevant to my research in terms of the way it reveals the kinds of
precise and quotidian sparks, the chancy realm of research, that stimulate artistic
response. It also documents one artist’s channelling and response to another artist’s
work through an encounter both geographical and psychological. The process is very
familiar: I become interested in something, after glimpsing it in a museum or book,
before embarking on a lengthy search, mental or physical or both, for that thing.
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The People Will Be Healed (2012–13), a digital video piece exhibited in the
Digital Media Centre exhibition space, and an accompanying written addendum
came about through my search for religious folk sculptures, eventually found
after considerable effort, in a spa town in the Carpathian Mountains of Slovakia.
I went looking for the sculptures after discovering them in a book called Ľudové
Plastiky (Folk Sculptures) (1971) in a second-hand bookshop in Adelaide. The
sculptures were displayed for the most part in “devotional niches” in the front
rooms of people’s houses (Kovačevičová and Schreiber 1971: 47); Slovakian
museums today celebrate and display the works of ‘professionals’ and ‘masters’
while evidently dismissing the ‘amateur’ works that were created for people’s
everyday domestic purposes.
A group of these sculptures was discovered in a semi-abandoned ethnographic
museum that I only gained access to through strange and fortuitous
circumstances. The unique environment—custom-built vitrines in an
unattended museum in a town where sick people go to get healed—in which
these intensely emotional, roughly carved hunks of wood reside, is the subject
of the film while the events of its making bring another level of story and
meaning to the work. The addendum discusses the sculptures, namely their
unlikely celebration, given their religiosity, and political plausibility—works
made ‘by the people’ and ‘for the people’—during the Soviet occupation and
throws light on the haphazard and meandering route leading to a work. In
calling this written component an addendum, I am not diminishing its value as
an artwork in itself. One of the things I am trying to say in this thesis is that the
act of creating addendums to other works can help trace the origins of another
work. The addendum stands in relation to the preceding work. Every work
could be seen as an addendum of sorts to something else that came before it.
I went looking for artworks, and found them in very particular circumstances:
the old sculptures from people’s houses, housed in special and odd hand-made
vitrines, held in a deserted museum, within the usually lonely old spa-town that
on that day teemed with families and a fun-fair. The specifics of what I did with
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my camera on that occasion or my editing later tell less about the artwork in
this particular instance than the fact that I found myself responding, as best I
could and without much planning or conscious skill, to this set of circumstances.
The People Will Be Healed exemplifies the contextual tissue in which all
artworks exist, encompassing the ideas central to this thesis. For example, the
above-discussed works exhibited in Stage and Anvil may well have come about
in part through the discovery of such unique sculptures in such unique vitrines
and circumstances, drawing my attention to the often overlooked role of the
support an artwork appears on.

Fig. 9–10. Patrick Hartigan, The People Will Be Healed (video stills), 2012–13, digital
video
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Fig. 11. Patrick Hartigan, The People Will Be Healed (video still), 2012–13, digital video

Other examples of open-ended searches in response to the work of other artists
include Charles Simic’s Dime Store Alchemy (1992), in which the poet wandered
around the streets of New York emulating his Surrealist poet hero Joseph
Cornell after walking past him in a dream, and Michael Stevenson’s Argonauts of
the Timor Sea (2004–06), in which Stevenson charted the journey made by Ian
Fairweather by reconstructing the raft—“an alarming collage of timber from a
rotting barge, three aircraft ‘drop tanks’ found in a junkyard, ropes, wedges and
fencing wire, other bits and pieces from the beach, a sail fashioned from rotten
hessian food parachutes” (Bail 2009: 103)—aboard which Fairweather tried to
sail to Timor. In these cases, as with my own discussed above, the making of
work is initiated while looking closely at the work of others and considering the
events surrounding the production of the others’ works.
Abbas Kiarostami’s 10 on Ten (2004), meanwhile, represents an example of
where the artist or filmmaker goes in search of their own work, in this case his
two films Taste of Cherry (1997) and Ten (2002). Occasionally an artist talks
about their process in a way that brings out the spirit of their work. The words
don’t address the work so much as talk from within the boiler room of its
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making; hearing or reading the artist transports us directly into the raw energy
of the making of the thing.
In 10 on Ten we are driven by the filmmaker through the hills above Tehran in
which Taste of Cherry was set. The camera is attached to the dashboard; we are
in the car with the artist in much the same way we were with the female taxi
driver and her passengers in Ten. The artist is driving as he demythologises the
‘sum of parts’ that make a film and importantly, the personal attitudes,
techniques and quirks he has developed to address these various challenges.
Most of the film puts us in close proximity with his head, the eyes focused on the road
ahead while his brain assembles thoughts around the memory of making. As we
watch and listen to him we mentally re-enter both of the films being alluded to but
through a different entrance; metaphorically speaking we are on the hand of a
watchmaker as he opens the back of his watches to reveal their cogs and workings.
A recent example of a work made on the back of one of my own previous works
is the video men & rocks (2014). The work followed an earlier Super 8 film work
I made called Museum piece (2005–06). The new work came about when I
decided to revisit the Natural History Museum in Vienna where Museum piece
was shot. I was curious to return to an environment, at that earlier time under
partial renovation, that I had spent many years living with through my filmic
mediation and memory.
Both works proceed with a position at odds with Robert Smithson’s famous
claim that “there is nothing ‘natural’ about the museum of Natural History”
(1996: 85). The camera is used here as a way of taking in or collecting the
humans imposing their agenda on nature; the process of museumification,
whether it be of the natural world or world of art objects, might be one of
unnatural separation but ultimately natural by way of those activities of
collecting and representing being such compulsive, reliably human traits.
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Most recently, a phantom partner of my work in the studio has been Constantine
Brancusi. I began looking at Brancusi’s work after a long discussion about the
relationship between sculpture and painting with a sculptor friend. Through these
conversations, which took place between our studios, I increasingly became more
aware of the objects that paintings are, in my own case the sometimes roughly cut
bits of timber I paint on.
Brancusi entered somewhere along the line of this conversation between painting
and sculpture. As Anna Chave pointed out,
as a rule, it seems Brancusi sought effective ways to assemble his work
such that the whole would be more important than the sum of its parts and
more important than the sculpture alone, rather than simply making bases
to complement sculptures, or sculptures to complement bases (1993: 226).

The recent period of being in the company of Brancusi has culminated in the works
making up Stage and Anvil (2016), an exhibition at Minerva gallery forming part of
my final presentation for this degree. As is usually the case this preoccupation in my
work proceeded with little consciousness of why or where it was going. A key factor,
I can now see, were the physical surroundings of a studio I moved into at this time:
the upper floor of a dusty, light-filled shed with piles of material—timber offcuts and
so on—left by the previous tenant.
The surroundings of this studio began to rather forcefully press in on the work,
expanding and linking up with my earlier ruminations on the object qualities of
my paintings. Meanwhile, the psychological presence of an artist who spent his
life allowing such influences to waft into and take root in the studio, began to
hover around the work like a very insistent ghost. In a sense there were two
ghosts: Brancusi and the carpenter whose leftovers and scraps I was feeding on.
With Brancusi in mind, my lens was widened, taking in the support cast of
objects and infrastructural items sitting around the studio, such as carpet,
crates, offcuts of timber. I saw the studio habitat pressing in on the artworks;
the very distinctive environment of this studio became inseparable from and
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incorporated into the works made there. The works made at the time of this
convergence of physical actuality and psychological presence are paintings cum
objects that formed out of an interaction between what I took into the studio
and what already lay there. The physical setting led me to books on Brancusi,
and other sculptors sharing his shelf, in the local library. A work illuminating the
complexities of these convergences is The Square and the Circle (2015). It
comprises three elements: a painterly sketch done after Modigliani’s Caryatid
(1914), a warped piece of Masonite with a sketch of a geometrical shape, and a
milk-crate (left by the previous tenant). The way in which the crate operates on
the same level as the other components echoes Brancusi’s use and respect of
supports as part of the work.

Fig. 12. Patrick Hartigan, The Square and the Circle, 2015, acrylic on board, milk crate,
120 x 90 x 35.5cm (dimensions variable)

The way these elements came together relates to the physical and psychological
surroundings of their making. Together they incorporate several years of
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conversation about the relationship between sculpture and painting, the
process of researching the work of others—tuning into their work through a
book while trying to physically engage with an idea in their work through
objects at my disposal—and being present among a field of very specific
physical actualities.
Two other works forming this archipelago of works relating to Brancusi—
making up my exhibition Stage and Anvil—are Brancusi at the Anvil (2015), a
painting made in response to a black and white reproduction of an early
painting by Brancusi called Self-portrait at the Anvil (1915) and One Second
Muse (2015), a video that resulted from my attempt to photograph Brancusi’s
Sleeping Muse (1910) in a book while accidentally having the video setting on.
The video sat in my phone for months before it occurred to me that my being
unable to go through with deleting this mistake revealed its curious place
among the other works, likewise documented on my phone, such as those
described above.

Fig. 13. Patrick Hartigan, One Second Muse (video still), 2015, digital video

Another recent painting work, one linking the period of painting made after my
daughter’s birth with the Brancusi works, is Habitat (2015). The stages of this
work’s making began when I painted an offcut of timber left by the previous
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tenant. A few weeks later I pinned a piece of canvas with a blue wash onto the
board before, considerably later, acknowledging that the strip or offcut of carpet
it was sitting on in the studio completed the work. This was a work that the
space produced as much as I did.

Fig. 14–15. Patrick Hartigan, Habitat, 2015, acrylic, canvas and thumbtacks on board,
carpet, 149 x 120.5 (dimensions variable)
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Not long after making these works I visited the Atelier Brancusi in Paris, where
I’d been many years ago. The studio cum museum, moved from its original
location in Montparnasse into a custom built Renzo Piano building beside the
Centre Pompidou, captures and reflects Brancusi’s stubborn interest in context
and the way works get formed through their surroundings. This museum
effectively does away with the singular auras usually given to works, instead
reminding us that an artist’s life is really one work, slowly evolving and
mutating and always in progress—something physically akin to Taussig’s
slumbering repository. The negative space of any work, the background noise
and supports, defines that work in its most generative and fertile state. It might
be compared to the way these words gain meaning through their syntax that in
turn gains meaning and clarity through this thesis as a whole that further
gathers meaning through the life events surrounding it.
The one or two hours I spent in Brancusi’s studio were both interesting and
perplexing; in stalking the environment I was, in a sense, trying to come to
terms with all the time I had already mentally spent with Brancusi and the way
he had infiltrated my work and thinking of late. But away from my own studio
environment I felt more distant all of a sudden; I certainly appreciated seeing
the studio again, in particular the way it all sat together and the surprise of
finding key works inconspicuously sitting on ledges, but experienced nothing of
the urgency of previous months when I had fairly distant memories and mere
snapshots of pages in books to rely on.
The episode with Brancusi, my temporary phantom bedfellow, locates the
complex role of time: things forever looping backwards and forwards while
attached, however unsteadily, to a present set of circumstances. It also makes
clear the reason for treading so cautiously when writing about one’s work. As
with the earlier mentioned Fruit, cars, hastily defining theoretical coordinates is
pernicious in the context of an ecosystem of present tense response and
awareness. While encountering the work of other artists makes up a significant
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part of my time it is entirely unpredictable what this interaction will lead to and
therefore difficult to address until after the event of a work being made.
This chapter has examined the way that my artworks emerge from interactions
with other artists. In particular, it has demonstrated the way that my paintings
have expanded and opened according to the influences provided, for example,
by Brancusi’s ideas about the relationship between a work and its support. Prior
to this, the paintings underwent a period of transition and opening, according to
the impact of other surroundings and the documenting of day-to-day moments
in Offcuts. The next chapter discusses how these paintings evolved and how they
relate to the various other works and forms comprising this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Feeding on the scraps: paintings and videos
A year or so before the paintings I’ve just discussed were created, I began
incorporating physical offcuts into my painting work as a natural extension to
the written remnants. This, I can now see, began after I titled the stories Offcuts
in acknowledgement of how they spoke to the shapes lying around the building
site I was working in. At the time of adopting this metaphor I became more
aware—the hand responding to the word—of shapes that weren’t the squares
and rectangles I usually painted on. I found these auspicious shapes lying
outside the houses and apartment blocks of the rapidly gentrifying
neighbourhood I was then staying in. They were, in a sense, the rejects in a
world ever more virtual, in which physical objects increasingly have the status
of underdogs.

Fig. 16. Patrick Hartigan, Offcut (Foundation), 2014, oil on board, 64.5 x 81.5cm
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Fig. 17. Patrick Hartigan, Offcut (Standing), 2014, oil on board, 57 x 41cm

By writing and consciously respecting the conversation words and object,
between my studio work and everything around it—the noise once at the edges,
now at the centre—my gaze slackened and I started seeing my work more
holistically. This brings to mind what Robert Morris claimed to be the
achievements of Jasper Johns’ flag and target paintings:
Johns took the background out of painting and isolated the thing. The
background became the wall. What was previously neutral became actual,
while what was previously an image became a thing (1993:51).
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The habit of prioritising one thing over another, a foreground subject over the
detail of its background, is a habit I have consciously tried to kick during this
thesis. This isn’t an issue of the paintings having a centralised subject, a vase or
elephant for example; my hope is to have them talk as more substantial objects,
as enigmatic wholes greater than the sum of their parts.
In 2014, on my walks to the studio while writing Offcuts my mind would light up
like a circuit board to the world of detail, to the tunnels of exchange between
these scenes of detail and the history of objects found in museums and my
paintings. Each day was a new artefactual conversation. The important
transition occurring in my studio at this time was the way things and events
traditionally beyond my painterly purview, with its prejudicial hierarchies, were
able to find voice and equal footing among those more obviously in cahoots with
it. This inclusiveness distinguishes the work in my exhibition The protest
movement (2015)—a title that latched onto my brain during those walks amid
the struggles and protests of ordinary objects.
The process of allowing these elements to come into the paintings brings 4’33”
to mind but also a story told by Cage when sitting at a restaurant table with the
painter Willem de Kooning. De Kooning put a frame around some crumbs on the
table using his fingers and declared that it wasn’t art, to which Cage replied that
it was (Gann, 2010: 20). That scene and the questions it raises links to the
primal form of excitement of being in a studio. The support of the painting is an
object of importance, but also a stage upon which fleetingness takes shape.
The process of creating a painting, for me, is to a large extent driven by chance
occurrences. These occurrences take place within the parameters of a frame in
the form of a support that can never be separated from the events that take
place on it. This is what process is all about. Blanchot (1981: 95) pointed out
that the purpose of Samuel Beckett’s “confrontation with the process from
which all books derive” in The Unnamable, was to create an ever more “primal
relationship” with that process. I’m not interested in joining in the argument
about what is or isn’t art—naming what I consider to be the unnameable. I am
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simply acknowledging that the motivation for these paintings is to get closer to
the essence of the process by which all paintings occur.

Fig. 18. Patrick Hartigan, Texts, 2014, oil on board, 48.5 x 61cm

An important conduit between the paintings and written work is the way both
expose the crumbs or traces of their making. The way these exchanges find form
in my new paintings is manifold: the grafting of new paintings to old works, one
layer upon another, the accumulation of accidental marks, the serendipitous
cracking in particular areas of paint and the incorporation of discarded or
defunct pictorial elements. An example of this is Texts (2014) which bears the
grubby trace of my finger marks. Like many paintings made during this time
Texts wasn’t complete until these marks—made while I was carrying what I
thought was a finished painting on the reverse side of the timber support across
the studio—mistakenly occurred. What the marks added isn’t easy to
enumerate: they both finish a composition and engage more conceptually in the
work by way of talking to the presence of hands in the subject of the painting,
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namely the hand-made pot, and the object that is my painting. Paintings can
gain meaning and traction through process, through the accommodating of
accidents and mistakes; a heightened awareness of the object and its framing
parameters, as much as a loosening of control over it, is what allows a few
crumbs to become a painting.

Fig. 19. Patrick Hartigan, Boy and Venus, 2014; oil on board, 39 x 40cm

Painting in this manifestation is seen as a process of growth rather than
accomplishment: a compost heap of scraps, forever feeding, turning and
warming, paintings perpetually feeding from and giving rise to new paintings.
Ian Fairweather (2009: 268) described his late works as growing by
themselves—“cooking” on the walls of his Bribie Island hut. My painting Rooms
(2014) is very much about this process of mysterious growth in the studio. Its
subject was a series of things—the same Venus sculpture depicted in Boy and
Venus (2014) among them—before later being inverted and overlaid with a
children’s colouring book illustration. The very simple illustration of a big man
came from a 1950s colouring book that I’d found in a skip bin. I’d been lugging
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the book from studio to studio for many years before it was suddenly afforded a
route—along with all the other rubbish and treasure—into the painting field.

Fig. 20. Patrick Hartigan, Rooms, 2014, oil on board, 80 x 61.5cm

Whilst I feel that the paintings have a strong sense of time in them, through the
traces they incorporate, the video works open time and process in another way
that is also of late proving to be very important for my painting work. Most
recently, as part of Stage and Anvil, I have paired One Second Muse (2015) with a
painting of a Brancusi sculpture, Untitled (2015). The video is shown on a
television screen roughly the same size as the painting; both painting and video
show images emerging from the darkness of their support. The one second of
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footage alongside a painting of minimum detail bring these forms closer
together: it seems as though both of them are received in the space of a brief
glimpse that comes before further viewing.
Other recent videos feed on the same interstitial scraps as my stories and
paintings. Some of these scraps are very brief. Numbers (2014) patches together
snippets videoed with my phone in the weeks and months leading up to the
birth of my child. Each of them is a reflection on numbers at a time when life
was dominated by the numerical calculations leading up to my child’s birth:
months, weeks, grams, ultrasound appointments and so on. Interestingly the
first of these video snippets, a work in its own right called 18 Seconds (2014),
was made in response to a ticking wall clock that hung above my father’s
hospital bed. In other words, the preoccupation with numerical calculation
began with death—all those measurements applied to a fading life—before
resuming with birth and all those measurements around a life about to be.

Fig. 21. Patrick Hartigan, 18 Seconds (video still), 2014, digital video
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As seen in Rooms, my being so absorbed by the process of pregnancy and birth
and the numbers representing this process, extended into paintings that
likewise began incorporating numbers. This is another example of where my
written reflections, observations in the form of videos, and my paintings can be
seen to be in direct conversation with each other. ‘Offcut 14’ entailed a trip to
the hospital to have my sperm tested, my father still in palliative care across
town, while ‘Offcut 58’ took stock of the number of beanbags being used over
the course of a four week meditation class for mothers soon to go into labour.
Together these various components make manifest the intricate
interdependence of responses to the field and later activities in the studio.
Often the videos made with my phone stay in it for months or years before,
while idling—sitting listlessly in a waiting room, for example—I mine the
archive and see a pattern between a group of images or find some singular,
precious and pithy moment captured by a video snippet. The story told through
this archive of photos and videos forms the basis of another work called
Research (2012–15) to be discussed in chapter 6.
One Second Muse, described earlier, is a blatant example of how the debris, in
the form of forgotten snippets and mistakes, becomes the work. This work only
happened because my camera was on the ‘wrong’ setting; it might only be a
second long but it came about through a long and undulating series of
preoccupations around other artists, and considerations of both the relationship
between sculpture and painting and that between the work and its support.
Again, I am reminded of the image of a compost heap, which entails the
production of something new from the gathering and turning over of a mass of
material from the scrapheap of life. In the chapter that follows, I shed light on
some of the social interactions feeding into this heap.
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Chapter 5

Sharing: reviews and conversations
The artist Robert Smithson, reacting against European museum culture and
what he saw as the “stupendous inertia” of these environments (1996: 42), took
his art directly into the landscape and in fact created a work using a compost
heap, titled Mirror Displacement on Compost Heap (1969), one of a number of
works using mirrors in the landscape. For the purposes of this thesis, I am not
interested in exploring Smithson’s work, but find it useful to consider some of
his writing and what he considered to be the problem of art critics not
addressing the artist’s time when viewing their works. He saw this as
symptomatic of museum culture, where objects are isolated in a room and seen
as static. He noted that ‘time’, through its abbreviation and simplification, is a
problem for artists but equally for those writing about art:
For too long the artist has been estranged from his own “time”. Critics, by
focusing on the “art object”, deprive the artist…of both mind and matter.
The mental process of the artist which takes place in time is disowned, so
that a commodity value can be maintained by a system independent of the
artist. Art, in this sense, is considered “timeless” or a product of “no time at
all”; this becomes a convenient way to exploit the artist out of his rightful
claim to his [or her] temporal process (1996: 111–112).

This issue of time points to the most interesting challenge for me when it comes
to reviewing exhibitions for a newspaper (see portfolio), and is closely related
to those struggles and experiments I have so far discussed. When writing my
reviews the twin responsibilities of artist and critic can weigh heavily: being
mindful of an artist’s processes while doing justice to my own sense of time, the
temporality of experiencing and digesting their works, as well as a curator’s
successes or failures at opening works through their careful and time-conscious
ordering.
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I’m not sure to what extent I have achieved this elusive goal; I’m aware that
once or twice, through a lack of patience towards the exhibition but more
importantly towards my responses and apprehensions towards them, I haven’t
managed to do justice to anything—an experience I have later regretted. In any
case the disclosure of these vagaries and the possibility of remaining open—not
holding ideas about works or types of work too tightly or proudly—remains the
measuring rod most relevant to my understanding of success when addressing
art through writing in this context.
I discuss these time-related issues, regarding presenting and writing about
artworks, in my articles on Grayson Perry and Robert MacPherson (see
portfolio). MacPherson’s example as an artist brings to mind two important
things: the way that psychological baggage by way of history and learning can
be both a burden or a blessing for artists and the way in which part-time jobs
and conversations beyond the bubble of art’s acquired habits, can infiltrate and
give meaning to the weighty endowment provided by art history.
Early on in this degree I was offered two part-time jobs within a few days of
each other. The first was working a day or two a week with a builder who
needed help restoring and renovating his house; I had almost no previous
experience with tools, none whatsoever in building. This was a job that required
above all else an extreme sense of vigilance, toward all things, from the
dangerous task of laying flooring down on exposed joists to the simple though
easily botched task of screwing a single screw. Many stories in Offcuts refer to
both the work and the conversations I had with my boss during our breaks,
while the experience of working on a site so in flux forms an important if
unsteady basis of this entire thesis. Anecdotal episodes from this job have also
made their way into newspaper articles (see my review on Gunther Christmann:
Then and Now in portfolio).
The second job offer was the role of art critic for The Saturday Paper; beyond my
studies I had never publicly written about art. When receiving both offers of
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employment I remember thinking to myself that I couldn’t accept one of these
auspicious tokens while rejecting the other: based on the unpredictable nature
of previous experiences how could I possibly know what they would open up
to? Both roles tantalised me, beckoned me out of my studio, into a world that
might, or mightn’t, help the thing I was doing to breathe and expand.
The main reason for accepting the role of writing reviews for a newspaper was
for the way it would encourage me to seek out interesting artists and
exhibitions with a view to closely considering my interests before confronting,
without guidebook or script, the challenges of documenting this. The editor of
the newspaper, with whom I had already had a few conversations about art,
clearly expressed to me that he was interested in my talking about art in
precisely the way I did in conversation with fellow artists and interested parties.
Conversations between artists and friends are special for the way they search
for meaning rather than assert it. In worthwhile instances, because of the
knowledge of what is at stake—of all the effort, discipline and complexities—the
stance remains one of inquiry and genuine curiosity over concrete
understanding and clarification.
In one of the newspaper articles I discuss the idea of a cohort—the invisible
world of companionship, emotion and thinking surrounding any artist’s work—
through a review of an exhibition by Robert Rooney (Tolarno Gallery,
Melbourne, 2014). When thinking back to my visit to that exhibition it occurs to
me that being in the company of a close artist friend, Charlie Sofo, that day was
an important factor in both my viewing and reviewing of Rooney’s work and
ultimately what I took back to the studio following our conversations.
If responding to museum environments is a form of disclosure routinely
practiced in my work then the conversations and interactions with fellow artists
or colleagues point to something I feel needs to be acknowledged and practiced
more. This doesn’t relate to specific people so much as the way a conversation
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or dynamic between any group of artists and friends can tease out and bring
meaning and context to works of art.
In 2013 I curated a different kind of conversation between three works,
including my video The People will be Healed at the Darren Knight Gallery,
Sydney. The exhibition was called In the House of Martha and Mary (2013) and
comprised two works hung beside my video—a painting called Siberia (2010)
by Neal Jones and a hanging sculpture in the form of a cast seat support called
We Astrologers (2010) by Hany Armanious. This process emerged directly from
conversations with Armanious held in our studios and often hinging on the
relationship between painting and sculpture.

Fig. 22. Neal Jones, Siberia, 2010, oil on wood, 40 x 60.5cm

The painting by Jones showed a sea of white, its rough surface cloaking a series
of previous attempts, and three black, hastily drawn ‘smiley faces’. The
caricatural happiness was offset by its title, evoking desperation and the conceit
of happiness. We Astrologers similarly prodded with its title, the bandaged
puncture on its meticulously cast vinyl unexpectedly becoming a hole more
celestial and magic. As a trio, these works, the uncertain moods evoked by the
material of their objects and the openings of their titles, talked to the way
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emotional charge and specificity—in this case, optimism flanked by
desperation—can be extracted from that intersection of images, objects and
words.

Fig. 23. Hany Armanious, We Astrologers, 2010, Polyurethane resin with pigment, 78 x
50 x 11.5mm

The process of creating this conversation was lengthy and instructive for the
questions it posed around artworks connecting and generating meaning beyond
their physical appearances. I had had separate conversations with both Jones
and Armanious around the time of making my video. The influence of those
conversations—possibly the reason for them, in terms of a shared attitude
towards art and life—wasn’t detectable until I explored the oeuvre of those
artists and curated the conversation.
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Further to the conversation between painting and sculpture, the interesting
thing about grouping these works was the way they teased out some of the
overlapping qualities between sculptures, objects and paintings. The video
centred on religious folk sculptures, the sculpture connected visually and
physically—through its wound—to Western painting’s largely religious history,
while Jones’ painting spoke forcefully of the objects that paintings are and
hinted at some of those Slavic folk traditions.

Fig. 24. In the House of Martha and Mary (installation shot), 2013, Darren Knight
Gallery, Sydney

In her retrospective Rosemarie Trockel: A cosmos (2012), at the Museo Nacional
Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in Madrid Trockel, took the idea of conversation
much further. Among the eighty or so works by Trockel were a further sixty
works by other artists and participants. The exhibition acknowledged the
“enigmatic” and multidimensional nature of Trockel’s practice, her work
providing the “nucleus” that drew on the various historical museum models,
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from natural history examples to the white cube, in order to approach this
enigma (Cooke 2012: 40).
By curating her own work among a broad selection of other objects, from the
‘untrained’ sculptures and drawings of Judith Scott and James Castle to
sixteenth century natural history studies—exquisite tempera depictions of
caterpillars by Maria Sibylla Merian, for example—the conversation opened up
beyond the purview of contemporary art, her position among contemporaries,
into a realm where heightened attention was brought to the wide-ranging, art
and non-art alike, visual associations and influences surrounding any artist’s
work. This is an example of where an artist took on the responsibility of creating
a meaningful syntax—her cosmos—rather than having it defined according to a
more narrowly construed reading according to historical context.
The institution of solo exhibitions—exhibiting effectively denoting a second tier
of creation following the making of artworks—can seem like a severe exercise
in isolation, from both the artists and artworks that loomed close to their
genesis and that might be able to extract meaning out of any given work. I
reflect on this in more detail in an article about a string of group exhibitions in
small commercial art galleries in Sydney (see portfolio).
Conversations, like museum and gallery visits, nurture and define the space
immediately around the things I make. While working on the building site I
noticed with pleasure the way pieces of leftover material sat around any
particular job before being tossed out. These odd, sometimes inscrutable
shapes—offcuts—are interesting in much the same way that the debris of
moments, conversations and interactions around artworks are. By looking at
these leftovers we can understand the implication of a work of art without hasty
and orderly definition. This is part of the field of influence and activation
surrounding art. By bringing attention to these conversations and my work as a
reviewer, I am bringing further light to the ecosystem of events and influences
involved in the making of artworks.
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Chapter 6

Open-eyed research
One of the things I am interested in clarifying for the purposes of this thesis is
the experiential foundation—the diversity and fleetingness of my research and
field notes—upon which my work effectively gets built. There are other, more
deliberate forms of research, of course, processes I am also involved in,
elements of work on this exegesis being a case in point, but the less deliberate,
more chance-filled and associative zones of genesis are what the thesis as a
whole aims to give voice to.
Research (2012–15), a set of 800 postcards exhibited in the Digital Media Centre
exhibition space, combines my interest in postcards—remnant objects or
souvenirs I bring home from my time spent in museums here and abroad—and
the way ideas develop from the photographic notes of any research. Visual
artists, especially when armed with an ever-present smart phone, often conduct
research through photographs, perhaps accompanied with drawings in
notebooks. Walter Benjamin, in his essay ‘The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction’ (1936), described the death of the ‘aura’ of objects
through their potentially endless reproducibility:
One might subsume the eliminated element in the term “aura” and go on to
say: that which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is the aura of
the work of art… One might generalise by saying: the technique of
reproduction detaches the reproduced object from the domain of tradition.
By making many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies for a
unique existence (1969: 4).

Since Benjamin’s time, digital images have come to govern our lives: our
constant immersion and engagement with them leave little time for questioning
their relationship with the physical things that they are reproducing. Within
their omnipresent role, they function as a very effective and habitual form of
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note-taking. The images I take with my phone reduce objects of great substance
and power to touristic impressions, often not even in focus, but somehow they
also regain something of a temporal aura when seen together. The archive in my
phone reveals a fluid and non-hierarchical collection of responses to the
physical and mental, quotidian and artistic landscapes, informing my work and
life more broadly.
The moment of snapping and archiving a moment or object of interest locates
the initial spark upon which further research then takes place. An example of
this occurred during my recent viewing of an exhibition called Black Mountain
College. An interdisciplinary experiment 1933–1957 (2015) at the Hamburger
Bahnhof in Berlin where I used my phone to retain and remember certain
aspects of that educational experiment before pursuing them further through
works of art, books and articles.

Fig. 25. Patrick Hartigan, Research, 2012–15, set of 800 postcards, 10 x 15cm
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The form of the postcard is ordinarily a souvenir of something significant,
presenting that thing as singularly and clearly as possible. Research, in bringing
physical form and prominence to moments that are by their nature ephemeral
and marginal, offers a series of clues to the period of thinking lurking behind
this degree but more importantly feeding the works that comprise it.
An important factor running through all of the works I have been discussing,
none more so than Research, is the device I am constantly taking in and out of
my pocket. My phone, with its convenient, quick and precise abilities to
document, has become integral to my working process, something of an
unconscious shadow to my thoughts and responses. The archive it holds is
forever mutating according to where I am, what I am seeing: what my work at
that time makes me see and find interesting.
What distinguishes this technology from previous examples, more distantly
single reflex cameras, is the way it documents and performs its task so
pragmatically, without the preciousness of bulkier devices. Because a lot of what
I create occurs impulsively, the phone has superseded and absorbed the various
instruments I previously used, from old-fashioned pencil and pad to SLR, film
and video cameras. Most importantly it has effectively dissolved the distance—
demonstrated particularly in Research—between note taking and finished
works.
Research also aims to contextualise the idea of research within its broad
manifestations, the research notes ranging from a pipe needed to repair my
washing machine to a mathematical diagram that linked directly to a painting I
had recently made, and more recently and reflexively, to the various ways in
which institutions display their postcards. The collection includes many images
depicting the piles of soil belonging to the earthmoving business surrounding
my recent studio; while the impact of these surroundings can be subtly found in
the paintings, the photographs I hoarded during my tenancy reflect my curiosity
in the earlier, less cooked stages of my responses.
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Fig. 26–27. Patrick Hartigan, Research, 2012–2015, set of 800 postcards, 10 x 15cm
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Fig. 28–29. Patrick Hartigan, Research, 2012–2015, set of 800 postcards, 10 x 15cm
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Fig. 30. Patrick Hartigan, Research, 2012–2015, set of 800 postcards, 10 x 15cm

When taking in the fleeting diversity captured through this mass of imagery my
imagination stirs; my mind registers the clues and appreciates the way in which
the broad and rich field of experiences contributes to the work I make. I see a
sandpit, recall the conversation I had with the father and engineer in Hamburg
who constructed it for his children; we were sitting in his living room drinking
coffee as the local train glided back and forth a stone’s throw from where we
were sitting during the morning peak hour. I remember the tiredness in his eyes
and the stoop of his shoulders but also the way he lifted a little, the shot of
coffee hitting his bloodstream, as he recalled the apprehensions of his wife
towards the train being so close and the building of the sandpit and garden.
That moment, so full, is a mere speck in a vast terrain of moments feeding my
work. Like De Kooning over the restaurant table, Research provides a loose
frame for the trails upon trails of crumbs that lead to and govern everything I do
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and feel and make. This is the slack gaze, the whole picture glimpsed before its
capitulation to a secondary sorting and editing process according to preference,
usefulness and uselessness. Research describes the state of open eyes from
which my artworks works ultimately emerge. This is followed by a gradual
refining of the artworks towards the destination of being exhibited in galleries
or museums, as carefully selected and fully edited bodies of work.
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Conclusion

Fig. 31. Patrick Hartigan, Conversation, 2015, acrylic on board, written text and
photographs, dimensions variable

The conversation about the sandpit is one possible genesis, among many,
leading to a work made during the process of writing this paper. The work,
called Conversation (2016), emerged following a visit from my brother in law
who has a certain penchant for taking on small projects in our garden while the
family sit around drinking and eating. This is a custom very much in line with
the village in Europe my wife’s family come from. On this occasion, after my wife
described her annoyance at the dirty, no doubt contaminated triangle of soil
outside the back door that our daughter is forever digging up, my brother in law
suggested we build a small sandpit. For the next hour or two he dug out the
dirty soil while I cut a few pieces of timber to create a frame.
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In the days following I realised that a cover was needed to prevent needles from
a large cedar tree dropping into the sandpit. I considered the best material to
use, vacillating between vinyl and planks of wood. A few days later while
visiting my mother I gleaned a piece of ply board, its silver blue surface
reflecting brilliantly in the summer light, lying in a pile of junk on the street.
While sitting in the library, ever so quiet over the Christmas period, it occurred
to me that the ply board might be a better option for the sandpit cover. Upon
returning home I traced a shape over the sandpit using local newspapers before
cutting the shape out of the timber. I put the timber over the sandpit and again
appreciated the way it reflected light. I decided I liked it too much to watch it get
ruined by the rain; I have since removed it, paired the shape with a photograph
of my daughter in her sandpit to create Conversation, and reverted to the vinyl
option.

Fig. 32. Patrick Hartigan, Conversation, 2015, acrylic on board, written text and
photographs, dimensions variable
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The making of Conversation is a further example of how physical, mental and
emotional surroundings press in on, are drawn into, and feed my work. I see this
particular work, above all else, as a souvenir of writing this exegesis. I compile
and synthesise information; I wake up each day and carry out day-to-day
activities and tasks while reflecting here on the way my work emerges from the
field of these experiences, at the same time synthesising everything—research,
writing, daily life—into new work.
This thesis offers an account of what I do, while staying close to it in order to
observe the inner workings of the system. At times in the process of writing an
exegesis, it is necessary to take something akin to an aerial photograph of a
jungle, stilling its movement and getting a perspective on where it lies in a
larger context; however, the quality and breadth of information about the jungle
and what goes on there is much greater when gathered from within it, viewed
and sampled from different places in the tree canopy, observed in flux and
growth and the mingling of its various components.
I have argued that the process of making art comprises myriad interacting
elements, a sort of ecosystem, and that the connections between the various
elements of the process of making art can best be understood through accounts
which are able to stay close to the experience. Such accounts can be seen to
constitute the “linguistic explication” advocated by Gibson as a way for artists to
share with a wider community the findings of their research, and which
does not ‘decode’ the work. Rather the explication opens an arena for debate
around the knowledge that has been synthesised and proffered both in the work
and in the linguistic account (2010: 7).

The implication of the above statement is that the knowledge generated by an
artist is situated in the space between the artwork and the writing, necessitating
both. Gibson advocates a form of research through the process of making
artworks, in addition to the more commonly understood forms of research for
and about artworks (2010: 5). This thesis has included all three forms, treating
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the artworks themselves as vehicles which have generated and which also
embody various kinds of knowledge about how art is made.
My artworks, in themselves as well as through exegetical discussion of them, are
thus usefully considered as part of the answer to my research question, namely
“How is art made, and more specifically, what are the actual circumstances and
elements involved in the process of making art, including the modes of research
adopted by visual artists?” All the pieces—paintings, photographs, videos,
stories, reviews—taken together point to an answer to that question: that
making art involves various modes of exchange between words and artworks
and the wider set of circumstances that includes major and minor events in
one’s life, the objects in and around one’s work space, the tools one uses for
gathering ideas and the conversations that one engages in, about and around
art, literally or metaphorically.
It is my hope that by treating and presenting my body of artworks and writing
as a continuous whole, I have made it possible for the viewer/reader to reach an
implicit knowledge of this complex field, by experiencing it. The more explicit
understandings generated through this exegesis exist in addition to that
experiencing, as the exegesis cannot by itself encompass the whole, but only
shine a light on parts of it and point to some of the relationships between some
of the parts. My stories, in addition to this exegesis, are a sort of guide to the
terrain and living environment of my art-making, from within the jungle, which
is alive and hunting for prey, rotting, sprouting, flying, feeding on whatever
comes, self-perpetuating all the time.
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Documentation of Stage and Anvil, Minerva, Sydney, 2016

Stage and Anvil, installation view, Minerva, Sydney, 6 February – 12 March, 2016

Brancusi at the Anvil, 2015; oil on board, 50 x 70cm
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Habitat, 2015; acrylic, canvas and thumbtacks on board, carpet, 149 x 120.5 (dimensions variable)
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Stage and Anvil, installation view, Minerva, Sydney, 6 February – 12 March, 2016

Frozen, 2015, oil on board, 49.5 × 70 cm
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Apples, 2015, acrylic and pencil on canvas, 22.5 × 28 cm

Stage and Anvil, installation view, Minerva, Sydney, 6 February – 12 March, 2016
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Stage and Anvil, installation view, Minerva, Sydney, 6 February – 12 March, 2016

Stage and Anvil, installation view, Minerva, Sydney, 6 February – 12 March, 2016
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One second muse (video still), 2015; digital video, 5 second loop

Untitled, 2015; oil on board, 74 x 97cm
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